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This article was originally published on Flippin’ Awesome on September 23, 2013. You 
can read it here.

I recently released a fun project called rainyday.js. I consider it a rather humble piece 
of code and, in fact, it is more or less my first contact with JavaScript on a level that 
requires a little more than displaying alert popups. Hopefully, some of you will find it 
useful and interesting.

The idea behind rainyday.js is to create a light JavaScript library that makes use of the 
HTML5 canvas to render an animation of raindrops falling on a glass surface. Simple 
enough, yet challenging at times, especially since we’re trying to avoid that cartoonish 
look usually attributed to JavaScript animations and at the same time make sure the 
animations work smoothly.

In this article I’ll try to describe the overall approach as well as the “little things”, so 
bare with me. But first, you might want to check out the following demos I’ve prepared, 
to give you an idea of what I’m actually talking about (click the images to open the 
demo on JSBin):

“Rainy.js makes use of the 
HTML5 canvas to render an 
animation of raindrops on a 

glass surface.”

http://flippinawesome.org/
http://flippinawesome.org/2013/09/23/creating-a-realistic-rain-effect-with-canvas-and-javascript/
https://github.com/maroslaw/rainyday.js
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The animation uses three different canvas objects in order to achieve the layering 
effect, as can be seen on the figure below.

PREPARING CANVAS LAYERS
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The bottom layer contains the original image, scaled to the size requested via the 
API. The contents of the image are simply drawn on the canvas and afterwards the 
image is blurred so that it appears to be out of focus. The current implementation 
makes use of the Stack Blur Algorithm by Mario Klingemann.

The middle layer is basically an invisible canvas. It is not a part of the DOM tree, 
but instead, serves as a helper when rendering raindrop reflections. The original 
image is rotated and flipped accordingly, which makes the entire process easier 
later on.

Finally the top layer (the glass) is the one we use for drawing raindrops. It is 
positioned directly above the first canvas.

The entire concept is pretty simple and easy to understand. Having three canvas 
instances instead of one makes the script code much simpler in terms of readability 
and significantly improves performance.

Rendering raindrops is one of the most important aspects of rainyday.js. While 
this is a relatively simple task for small drops, in case of the larger ones there are a 
number of factors that need to be considered. For example, we need to make sure 
the shape of the drops are properly randomized.

In order to achieve that, rainyday.js uses an algorithm to approximate the shape 
of a circle (see this cool article on imperfect circles by Dan Gries) with a couple of 
tweaks. 

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE RAINDROPS
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http://www.quasimondo.com/StackBlurForCanvas/StackBlurDemo.html
http://rectangleworld.com/blog/archives/413
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As a result, the shapes rendered by the script look something like this:
The output of the algorithm is a linked list of points determined along the circle 

line. Drawing the raindrop is as simple as connecting them together while slightly 
randomizing the radius along the way, and clipping whatever we choose as the 
reflection to the final shape.

Finally, the last piece of the puzzle is the animation “engine”, which consists of 
three modules. Each one of them depends on the previous one and the output is 
what you can see in the demos at the top of this article. The modules are:

1. The rain module – a JavaScript timing event scheduled whenever the rain() 
method is invoked. Using the time-interval specified by the user, this module 
places new drops at random positions on the canvas. The size of a new drop is 
determined by the presets, which allow users to control the amount and size of 
raindrops within the animation. Using an example from one of the demos, the 
following invocation of the rain() method will result in a new raindrop added 

RUNNING THE ANIMATION
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to the canvas every 100ms. Size of those drops will be distributed as follows: 
88% between 3 and 6 (minimum of 3 + a random value between 0 and 3), 2% 
(0.9 - 0.88) of size 5 and the remaining 10% (1 - 0.9) between 6 and 8:

engine.rain([
    engine.preset(3, 3, 0.88),
    engine.preset(5, 5, 0.9),
    engine.preset(6, 2, 1),
], 100);

2. The gravity module – once a raindrop is added to the animation, an additional 
timing event is scheduled to control the drop movement on the canvas by 
modifying its position on the Y axis (and on the X axis as well for that matter, 
in order to simulate rain falling from a given angle). At the moment rainyday.js 
delivers two different implementations of the gravity function: GRAVITY_LINEAR 
(simple gravity with constant acceleration) and GRAVITY_NON_LINEAR (a little 
more random movement of the drops). Selecting a gravity function is as simple 
as calling:

engine.gravity = engine.GRAVITY_NON_LINEAR;

3. The trail module – a function executed after each gravity movement in order to 
render a trail behind a falling drop. The TRAIL_DROPS function implements a 
trail of smaller drops, while TRAIL_NONE disables the trailing. Selecting a trailing 
function consists of calling:

engine.trail = engine.TRAIL_DROPS;
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The source code of rainyday.js is available on GitHub, so if you’ve enjoyed it, go and 
have a look. For the next release (this article has been prepared based on 0.1.1) 
I’ll be working on implementing collision detection between raindrops as well as 
some other minor improvements I have in mind. Any comments, suggestions and 
feedback (of any sort really) are very welcome.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

Marek Brodziak
Developer
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https://github.com/maroslaw/rainyday.js
http://mbrsb.wordpress.com/
https://github.com/maroslaw/rainyday.js
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As an app developer, one of the biggest obstacles you face is being able to gain an 
audience.  With over 1 million apps created thus far, and that number continuing to 
rise exponentially, it will only become more and more difficult to get your app to stand 
out.

Let’s face it; the internet is no longer an English tool. It’s a global tool. According to 
internetworldstats.com, only 26.8% of internet users speak English. So if the app you 
created is available in English alone, you are greatly limiting your audience right from 
the start. That’s why localization is vital if you want to expand your application’s user 
base and have a more marketable app.

Why don’t more developers localize their apps then? Well, traditionally translation and 
localization can be an expensive, time consuming, and perhaps a confusing process.  
Translation companies advertise that they can localize websites and apps, but what 
they don’t tell you about up front is the work required to format the files, the high 
price involved to translate the content, and the steps you would need to take to put 
those translations back into your app.

That’s why we made Ackuna. Ackuna is a free translation community that allows users 
to upload their app files and receive a localized version of their app for free without 
any additional formatting.

Programmers who develop applications for mobile devices or the web can upload 
their files directly to Ackuna. Ackuna accepts a number of popular file formats for the 
various phones on the market, including .strings(Apple iOS apps), .xml(Android apps), 
.rrc (BlackBerry apps), .properties(Java apps), .yml(Ruby apps), .resx(APP.NET apps), .xls 
and .xlsx(plaintext in spreadsheets), .po(GNU gettext format), and .xlf(XLIFF format). 

“It will become more 
difficult to get your app to 

stand out.”
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Once the file is uploaded, Ackuna parses the file and extracts the translatable text 
automatically. 

HOW IT WORKS
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Social Translation is what makes Ackuna unique, because it gives developers 
the option to crowdsource the translation of their projects. If you choose Social 
Translation a community of more than 5000 translators will get to work on separate 
segments of the text. 

 Good translations are determined by a voting process and developers can manually 
accept or automatically accept translations once they receive a certain number of 
votes. 

TRANSLATION OPTIONS
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Since a lot of applications share similar basic content (Home, About, Click Here, 
etc.), Ackuna utilizes a feature called Translation Memory which stores all previous 
translations, and then instantly provides the translation for those segments already 
stored in the database. As more and more projects are submitted and translated 
through Ackuna, Translation Memory will grow, resulting in faster and even more 
accurate results overtime. 

Why is this a unique opportunity? Alex Buran, CEO and founder of Ackuna, had this 
to say: “Ackuna’s social translation is unique primarily because it gives developers 
a free way to translate their applications accurately. For developers with multiple 
projects, Ackuna is particularly useful because developers can establish rapport 
with a wide network of translators. Better relationships mean better and faster 
translations.”

Ackuna provides two different paid options to developers as well. One is the 
Professional Translation option. This is the most accurate option of the three, and 
there is a guaranteed turnaround of 24-48 hours. While the crowdsource option 
is indeed a reliable resource, there is no guarantee all translations will be 100% 
accurate.  For the discerning developer who requires 100% accuracy, or may be on 
a tight deadline, the Professional Translation option guarantees both requirements 
are met.

TRANSLATION MEMORY

OTHER OPTIONS
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The other alternative option is Computer-Generated Translation, which is the 
fastest but least accurate option.  Computer-Generated Translation utilizes a 
machine translator to instantly translate the content.  While this option may be 
instantaneous, the translation will more than likely contain grammatical errors, 
since machine translators are not perfect.  We charge a very low handling fee for 
this option (fractions of a cent per word) but still deliver the translations completely 
formatted.  This option is suited more for developers who need their app parsed, 
translated, and returned ASAP but are not as concerned about grammar.

Once the translation is complete, developers can download their application in 
the same format they submitted it in for each chosen language pair. This saves the 
time and confusion of pasting each translation into its separate file. Once received, 
the translated file is ready to upload.

Creating an app is one thing, marketing it is a whole different beast. In the battle 
for publicity, localization is an incredibly valuable asset. It’s something that all 
developers should seriously consider. Ackuna just makes the whole process easy. 

Ackuna is programmed in PHP, using the CakePHP development framework. Data is 
stored in MongoDB, a “NoSQL” database. Other frameworks and libraries include 
jQuery, Twitter Bootstrap, and the HTML5 Boilerplate. 

Ackuna
App Translation Service
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https://twitter.com/AckunaTranslate
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The recording for my session “PhoneGap and Hardware” from PhoneGap Day back in 
July is now available! Be sure to check it out. There were apparently some issues with 
the audio, but you can still hear everything.

I’d like to express a huge Thank You to everyone who attended, and to everyone who 
watches this video!

Below are the sample projects I showed in the presentation, including source code. 
However, keep in mind that all of these examples were written before PhoneGap 3.0. 
The native plugin syntax, and inclusion methods have changed.

“Series of videos 
highlighting PhoneGap and 

hardware integration.”

http://phonegap.com/blog/2013/10/16/phonegap-and-hardware/
http://pgday.phonegap.com/us2013/
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In this example, the pressure-sensitive Pogo Connect Stylus uses a low energy 
Bluetooth 4 connection to relay touch/pressure information back to the PhoneGap 
application. This makes for a unique drawing and sketching experience powered 
with the HTML5 Canvas element. I’ve written about this example previously… 
Check out the video below to see it in action, and read the blog post for technical 
details and source code.

The second example that I explored is a PhoneGap native plugin that is used to 
handle input from a Moga game controller inside of a PhoneGap application on 
Android.

This implementation is intended to be a proof of concept demonstrating how you 
could integrate the gamepad within your application. It currently only supports 
input from the joysticks (axisX and axisY) and the A and B buttons, and it does not 
handle all possible input from the controller.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE SKETCHING IN PHONEGAP

MOGA GAMEPAD
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http://tenonedesign.com/connect.php
http://www.tricedesigns.com/2013/06/11/phonegap-exploration-realtime-hardware-communication/
http://www.tricedesigns.com/2013/06/11/phonegap-exploration-realtime-hardware-communication/
http://www.mogaanywhere.com/
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This implementation is adapted directly from the com.bda.controller.example.demo.
listen example from the Moga developers SDK samples available for download at: 
http://www.mogaanywhere.com/developers/

Check out the video below to see it in action:

The game is based on the Universe prototype that was used as a sub-game inside 
of the MaxMe app for the recent Adobe MAX conference. I make no guarantees 
about the code for this game, it was in a huge rush!
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http://www.mogaanywhere.com/developers/
https://github.com/triceam/Universe
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/maxme-2013/id640951541?mt=8
http://max.adobe.com/
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• Source code for the Pogo Connect iOS pressure sensitive stylus sample
• Source code for the Moga gamepad Android sample

QUICK LINKS

Andrew Trice
Creative Cloud Evangelist

his blog
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https://github.com/triceam/PGPogoConnect
https://github.com/triceam/PGMoga
http://www.tricedesigns.com/
https://twitter.com/andytrice
https://github.com/triceam
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In today’s world, it is a very common requirement that enterprise applications be 
internationalized to support users that vary in language, region and/or culture. As 
enterprise applications extend out into the mobile space, these same requirements 
hold true. For this article we are going to explore how Intuitive Company utilized 
Handlebars and Globalize.js to make an internationalized solution deployed natively 
on both Android and iOS using Adobe PhoneGap.

Intuitive Company is a user experience design and development firm located in the 
Philadelphia neighborhood of Manayunk. Over the last year, the requests to build 
responsive based web applications that support smartphones, phablets and tablets has 
grown tremendously. As a technical strategy, Intuitive Company regularly recommends 
embracing traditional web technologies within these applications not only because
the developers tend to already have the right skills, but because the code written for 
the web, can be packaged up into native applications down the road using technologies 
like PhoneGap.

In early 2013, we embarked on a project to build out a mobile application for a large 
banking institution in the US with desires to grow globally. The application needed 
to support both iOS and Android at launch. The developers who would ultimately be 
supporting the application were predominantly Java based developers with experience 
building out “traditional” web applications. Our client already has an existing online 
banking platform that we will eventually enhance, however our current focus is mobile. 
To allow our client to build once and reuse not only across iOS and Android, but 
eventually the online banking platform, the recommendation was simple—it was Adobe 
PhoneGap.

“We wanted to build a 
solution that would not 

require code changes to 
support another language.”

http://handlebarsjs.com/
http://phonegap.com/
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One challenge, not readily solved “out of the box” for client-side applications, is 
the need for the application to support multiple languages and regional formats. To 
meet this challenge, we decided to use a combination of Globalize.js (https://github.
com/jquery/globalize) and Handlebars (http://handlebarsjs.com). We wanted to 
build a solution that would not require code changes when we wanted to support 
another language. A majority of the developers were comfortable with abstracting 
the labels and formats into resource bundles from their previous experience building 
enterprise applications. What was different for this new application, was that it was 
going to be driven using purely client-side technology. There was no server-side 
technology to tap into to render based off locale.

Globalize.js was originally a jQuery plug-in called ‘jquery-global’. It has since 
established itself as a standalone JavaScript library focusing on typical globalization 
issues. We found the API to be very similar to the i18n APIs in the Java world, and 
hence a perfect fit.

For static labels, we did have a concern that we would be writing a lot of JavaScript 
to inject labels into the DOM. What would be ideal is to have a way to allow the 
developer to annotate their markup with a message key similar to what we had 
done before using technologies like JSP.

Resource Bundle example in JSP

<fmt:bundle basename=”com.tutorialspoint.Example”>
   <fmt:message key=”count.one”/>
</fmt:bundle>

Early on in the project, we decided to use Handlebars as our templating engine. 
One of the features we really liked from Handlebars was its concept of Handlebars 
Helpers. A helper provides a way for you to introduce custom expressions into 
your templates. This allowed us to have an almost identical developer experience 
to JSP, which we were familiar with already.

LET’S GET TO SOME CODE
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i18nString Expression

<li class=”form-review-options-list-item”>
   <div class=”form-options-list-item-container
form-review-options-list-item-label-container”>
   <label class=”form-review-options-list-item-label”>{{i18nString
“userProfile.firstNameLabel”}}</label>
   </div>
   <div class=”form-options-list-item-container
form-review-options-list-item-value-container”>
    <p class=”form-review-options-list-item-input-value”>{{model.firstName}}</p>
   </div>
</li>

The helper is really nothing more than a wrapper as shown in the following code 
snippet.

i18nString Handlebars Helper Function

/**
* i18n Helper for allowing insertion of localized string resources into 
templates.
*
* Requires globalize.js.
*
* @param key The resource key
* @returns A localized value representing the resource or an empty string.
*/
Handlebars.registerHelper(‘i18nString’, function(key) {
var localizedString = Globalize.localize(key) || key;
return new Handlebars.SafeString( localizedString );
});

The key provided in the expression is passed along to the Globalize.localize 
function. We decided to return the key if the key value was not found by Globalize. 
For our initial release we chose to package our “resource bundle” as part of the 
PhoneGap application instead of making a request at application initiation. The 
following shows how we bootstrapped for the en-US culture.
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Globalize Bootstraping

(function(window) {
   var Globalize;
   if (typeof require !== “undefined” && typeof exports !== “undefined” && typeof
module !== “undefined”) {
   // Assume CommonJS
   Globalize = require(“globalize”);
}
else {
   // Global variable
   Globalize = window.Globalize;
}

Globalize.addCultureInfo(“en-US”, “default”, {
   name: “en-US”,
   englishName: “English (United States)”,

   messages: {
      “userProfile.firstName”: “First Name”,
      “userProfile.lastName”: “Last Name”,
      “userProfile.email”: “Email Address”,
// ...
      “common.networkError”: “There was an issue connecting to the network.”,
      “common.notFound”: “Your request cannot be completed.”,
      “common.serverError”: “Your request cannot be completed.”
   }
});
}(this));

In full disclosure we decided to only support English initially, but only due to business 
needs and the planned rollout of the application. Within the “onDeviceReady” 
event we manually set the locale to “en-US”.

Selecting the Locale

$(document).on(“deviceready”, function() {
   //...
   Globalize.culture(“en-US”);
   //...
});
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The next step is to obtain the preferred locale from the operating system. Lucky 
for us, the Globalization API in PhoneGap has matured, allowing us to use the 
following code.

Obtaining Locale from Operating System

navigator.globalization.getLocaleName(
   function (locale) {
      Globalize.culture(locale.replace(“_”, “-”)); // The locale is returned as 
en_US but
Globalize needs en-US.
},
   function () {
      // An error has occurred. Default locale to en-US
      Globalize.culture(“en-US”);
   }
);

Just taking it a step further, you can build out additional Handlebars helpers to 
support localization of dates. In the following example please note we are using 
Underscore for the _.isString function.

i18nDate Formatter

/**
* i18n Helper for allowing insertion of localized date resources into 
templates.
*
* Requires globalize.js.
*
* @param dt The date
* @param type The format of the date. Will accept shorthand notation such as 
‘d’ for
short date
* or the actual date format ‘MM/dd/yyyy’.
* @returns A localized formatted date string or an empty string if no date 
supplied.
*/
Handlebars.registerHelper(‘i18nDate’, function(dt, format) {
   if (!dt) {
      return “”;
   }
   if (_.isString(dt)) {
      dt = Globalize.parseDate( dt );
}
return new Handlebars.SafeString(Globalize.format(dt, format));
});
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We have been very pleased with how Handlebars combined with Globalize.js has 
solved our client side internationalization needs. Hopefully this example provides 
some insights into how you can internationationlize your PhoneGap applications in 
the future.

The following were helpful references in our development of our solution.

• PhoneGap Globalization Documentation - http://docs.phonegap.com/en/3.0.0/
cordova_globalization_globalization.md.html

• Handlebars - http://handlebarsjs.com/
• Globalize.js - https://github.com/jquery/globalize

IN CONCLUSION

Bob Rullo
Director of Technology
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APPLINESS: Hi Thomas! Thank you 
for being a part of Appliness. Can 
you tell us about yourself?  

Thanks for having me! I’m a 30-year-old 
technical director, living in Portland, 
OR and working at Instrument. 

I’ve been involved in technology since 
1996 when my dad helped me build my 
first PC. I used that cobbled-together 
machine to get online and, like many, 
found like-minded friends quickly. 
In my case, they happened to be 
14-year-old Star Wars fans, early nerds 
and burgeoning web developers. I cut 
my teeth on custom levels for the Tie 
Fighter series of space dogfighting 
sims and began building websites to 
host these levels for others to play. I 
started building turn-based Star Wars-
themed strategy games online, for my 
friends with nothing but Microsoft 
Notepad, PHP and a long-forgotten 
FTP client. When I was 16, I got my 
first paid job, building QA systems and 
bug trackers in PHP and have been 
working professionally ever since.

When I turned 18, I decided to go to 
school for Computer Science. It was 
the expected thing to do, but when 
I think about it now, I realize what a 
waste of money it was to be taught 
something I had already been doing 
professionally for 2 years. Eventually, 
I figured that out and switched to 
Religious Studies, which absolutely 
fascinates me. Ask me about Second 
Temple Judaism, Dead Sea Scrolls or 

Apocalyptic Literature some time, if 
you want to be bored to tears.

It may sound cheesy, but I feel like 
I’ve grown up with the web. My early 
projects were boring and static, but, 
you have to remember, there was a 
time before “DHTML.” In the past 14 
years, I’ve only worked with advertising 
agencies, so the work has been varied, 
but often very straightforward and 
commercial. When I first moved to 
Portland 5 years ago, my job mostly 
consisted of building several HTML 
emails every day. To combat this 
repetition, I invested in tools which 
reduce repetition and began writing 
some of my own. Not to brag (well, 
maybe just a little), but I’ve been using 
Sass since 2007.

Several years ago, I had the opportunity 
to work at Second Story, which is a 
small studio in Portland that specializes 
in touch-based kiosks for museums. 
When I started, all the installations 
used Flash, but the writing was on 
the wall (in Steve Jobs’ handwriting) 
and they were looking to transition 
to HTML5, which is where I came in. 
I got to be on the bleeding each of 
large, long-running, touch-based web 
installations and learned a lot about 
Webkit, interaction and performance. 
As an aside, I also got to work on 
a web project for the Computer 
History Museum called Revolution 
(http://www.computerhistory.org/
revolution/). I haven’t looked at that 
site in years, but I think it’s a little ironic 
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how well that flat old design could fit 
into iOS7.

Since 2011, I’ve been working at 
Instrument and have watched the 
company expand from 20-something 
to over 80 employees. The growth 
has been impressive and allowed 
me to become a technical director, 
guiding my own team of developers 
working primarily on Google-related 
projects. Our team, a 16-member, 
multi-disciplinary team, is called 
Wizard Wizard (pronounced “Double 
Wizard,” a result of late night games 
of Diablo 3). When we’re not working, 
we’re likely drinking or camping, or 
both.

What does Instrument do? What is it 
like to work for them? Cool projects?

We refer to the work Instrument does as 
“Digital Craft.” What this means is that 
it’s not just work, but a series of passion 
projects across varying disciplines. In 
the past year, we’ve created countless 
web projects, branded Google’s yearly 
I/O conference along with a mobile 
experiment (https://developers.
google.com/events/io/experiment), 
filmed an interactive motorcycle 
documentary (http://thebuildfilm.
com), installed audio-controlled 
LED tetrahedrons (http://www.
wweek.com/portland/article-21066-
techfestnw_2013_aest.html), and built 
a Kinect-controlled skydiving simulator 
(http://mapdive.weareinstrument.
com).

At Instrument, developers are included 
from the very beginning of a project 
during the planning, brainstorming 
and design phases. This helps us 
keep projects grounded, but it also 
lends a lot of our work a very nerdy 
feel and inspires a lot technological 
exploration. We’re able to bring up 
mobile concerns, browser limitations 
and other technical considerations 
early enough to avoid last-minute 
problems AND to create great 
development-driven experiences.

Another great thing about Instrument 
is our internal weekly workshops. If a 
developer has knowledge he’s looking 
to acquire or has something he feels 
is siloed in his brain that needs to be 
disseminated, we can start a workshop 
that other developers can optionally 
attend. Right now, we’ve got two 
workshops running each week. The 
first is a 3D gaming workshop which 
focuses on Three.js, multi-user client/
server communication, physics and 
collision detection. The other is 
about using Clojure (a LISP-based 
programming language targeting 
Java and Javascript) to build all 
kinds of front-end and back-end 
applications. As a result, we’ve just 
released our first fully-LISP website 
utilizing ClojureScript on the frontend 
(http://onenorthproject.com). It’s kind 
of amazing to be using a 55 year old 
programming language that predates 
the internet to make websites, but it’s 
been a great learning experience.
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Can you tell us about the projects 
you’ve created? What is it? Who 
is your typical customer for each? 
What problem does it solve?

Middleman:

Middleman (http://middlemanapp.
com) is a tool for quickly building 
static websites and avoiding 
repetition. Middleman provides a 

Rails-like environment with access 
to multiple templating languages 
and many helpful methods to speed 
up development. When Middleman 
exports a project for production, it 
can be configured to automatically 
minify CSS and Javascript, compress 
assets and perform other build-time 
optimizations. Think of it as Grunt, but 
in Ruby and it’s been around since 2009. 
We have a very strong community and 
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have over 250,000 installations. Static 
sites are very easy to serve as client-
side web applications have grown in 
popularity, it makes sense to decouple 
the dynamic backend from a static 
frontend. Many large projects are using 
Middleman to generate their front-
end applications, marketing sites and 
code documentation. At Instrument, 
Middleman has become our team’s 
primary development environment 
and I didn’t even have to tell them to 
use it.

Fjords:

Fjords (http://fjords.cc) is a simple, 
command-line based hosting tool for 
static websites. It’s a paid service which 
nicely pairs with Middleman. Using 
the command-line tool (or integrating 
with Middleman or Jekyll), you can 
push websites to either a temporary 
*.fjords.cc URL (useful for client 
reviews) or to a production domain 
of your choice. Enabling a CDN and 
automatic GZipping is just a command 
away. This offers much of the simplicity 
of Github’s Pages, but without having 
to leverage Github for commercial 
projects or hosting of client sites.

Google Zeitgeist:

2012 was the first year Instrument had 
worked with Google on Zeitgeist; their 
end-of-year review site. My contribution 
was the 3D map (http://www.google.
com/intl/en/zeitgeist/2012/#explore) 
which allowed users to explore major 
events during the year, see what each 
country searched for and compare 
similar events. 

The whole map is made of 2d planes 
and sprites, laid out in 3D using Three.
js and CSS3D. Using a database of 

the latitude and longitude of the 
geographic center of every country, 
we’re able to drop orbs representing 
search traffic on each country in the 
top 10 of search volume for a term. I’m 
very proud of the animation, motion, 
interaction and sequencing. All of 
these are controlled by Javascript, 
rather than CSS transitions.

Another fun animation is on the 
homepage of the site, which features 
lights twinkling at the latitude and 
longitude of every airport I was able 
to get my hands on. I’ve made the 
dataset in JSON format available 
on my Github account (https://gist.
github.com/tdreyno/4278655).

Google I/O:

This is the third year Instrument has 
worked with Google on their I/O 
developer conference. For 2012, 
we built a shareable and hackable 
Rube Goldberg Machine (https://
developers.google.com/events/
io/2012/input-output/). This year, 
we targeted mobile first and built a 
series of interactive toys based on the 
Wario Ware series of games (https://
developers.google.com/events/
io/experiment). While waiting for 
conference tickets to go on sale, visitors 
could play around with the newly 
released I/O logo and, by inputting the 
correct 8-bit binary sequence, unlock 
other modes. We built animated SVG 
rocket ships, annoying cat memes, a 
WebAudio synthesizer and a bunch 
of simple games. After the release, 
the whole project was open-sourced 
on Github (https://github.com/
Instrument/google-io-2013).
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How long have you been developing 
animations?

Like many developers, I’ve been using 
$.fadeIn for a long time, but it wasn’t 
until I got to work with the talented 
motion designers and Flash developers 
at Second Story that I learned just 
how important the easing curves and 
sequencing is to having a polished 
user experience. In the past 4 years, 
I’ve put a much heavier influence on 
these aspects and believe they are 
absolutely crucial to standing out from 
the pack and competing with native 
applications.

Animating in JavaScript vs. CSS...
which is better?

CSS is not a programming language. 
You can do some presentational things 
with it and even hack transitions to 
have some basic timing and easing, 
but for anything more complicated 
than “fade out”, you’ve got to use 
Javascript. “requestAnimationFrame” 
has made Javascript animations 
buttery smooth and easier on battery 
life. I’ve begun using Greensock’s 
Javascript port of TweenMax (http://
www.greensock.com) in all my 
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projects. It’s lightyears beyond any 
other Javascript solutions and even 
provides a drop-in replacement for 
$.animate so your existing animations 
will automatically take advantage 
of “requestAnimationFrame” and 
Greensock’s other optimizations.

What advancements have you seen 
in animation technologies over the 
years?

I think we’ve finally reached the point 
where browsers can actually render 
multiple animations at the same time 
at 60fps without melting down. We’re 
at the very beginning off exploring 
interaction and animation in the 
browser. I think Google releases a ton 
of projects that push the limits and I’m 
excited to see what comes next.

What would you like to see improved?

In the beginning, there was the Flash 
timeline. Remember that? I actually 
build some amazingly silly Star Wars 
fan sites in Flash, but they disappeared 
when Yahoo killed Geocities (Oh my 
god, am I old). But I think the biggest 
room for improvement is in the tooling 
surrounding animations on the web. 
For the most part, we’re still hand-
coding sequences and picking from 
the same old, predefined Penner 
easing equations.

I built my own timeline visualization 
and editing tool for the How Search 
Works project (http://www.google.ca/
intl/en/insidesearch/howsearchworks/
thestory/), but I’m the only one who 
knows how to use it.

I’d like to see After Effects for the 
web. I want motion designers to be 
able to work in an environment they 
are comfortable with. Where they 
can spend all day subtly tweaking 
animations and easing curves until 
it’s absolutely perfect. I know Adobe 
has been releasing early versions of 
web timeline animation tools and I’m 
excited to see them mature.
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What are some of your favorite 
development tools in your arsenal? 
Design tools?

On the dev side, I keep things pretty 
simple. I use Vim (and MacVim) as my 
text editor of choice. I use Git now 
as my source control, although I still 
have a couple personal projects on 
Subversion. For SQL development, 
which I don’t do too often anymore, I 
still use Navicat. I’ve used it for years 
and haven’t had much incentive to 
move off it. I use VMWare for my cross-
platform testing. On the design side, I 

love Adobe Fireworks. Sadly, I’ll need 
to find something new someday. 

I feel like my toolset isn’t very exciting 
these days. I’ve moved increasingly to 
command line tools that have more 
portability. It’s handy being able to 
open a shell and being able to do 
what you need regardless of whether 
it’s local or on a server somewhere.

Do you prefer working on small or 
large teams? What are the pros and 
cons of each?
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When any company grows, I think the 
secret isn’t to grow the team, but to 
have multiple small teams work on 
very distinct problems. I saw this at 
Yahoo! and I see this at Shopify. Sure, 
the overall team might be 5, 10, 20, 
or 30 people in size but everybody 
is still working in a small team that is 
manageable. Divide and conquer! 

What I have learned is that the more 
teams you have, the better you need 
to be at coordinating efforts across 
multiple teams to ensure everything 
comes together properly. There’s a 
lot of communication that needs to 
happen. And as someone who doesn’t 
like meetings, I’m always looking for 
ways to share better.

Do you have any design patterns, 
frameworks, etc. you like to use on 
a regular basis? How do you choose 
the right tool for the job?

Depends on what type of project I’m 
working on. At the PHP level, I’ve 
settled into CakePHP and sometimes 
Zend. There are other frameworks out 
there but no longer have the time to 
really expand out from what I know. 
That’s a little disheartening to say out 
loud. I’ll have to explore other options 
at some point.

Choosing the right tool for the job 
comes from an understanding of the 
tools. If you have an in-depth knowledge 
of only one tool (say, a hammer) then, 
as the saying goes, everything looks 
like a nail. Get to know the variety 
of tools that are available, use them, 

and learn where they shine and don’t 
shine. Through experience, you learn 
what tools to use when. 

Of course, in looking for good tools, 
there are things to look out for. Is it 
extensible? Is it well supported? Does 
it have good documentation? Does it 
have a good community? Is it worth 
jumping on something that hasn’t 
even hit 1.0 yet? These are just a few 
of the questions I think people need 
to ask themselves before using other 
people’s code.

What is your workflow for developing 
CSS for a brand new site or app?

SMACSS reflects a bit of that workflow. 
Everything starts from a design. I can’t 
think of a project that I’ve started 
without some level of design having 
been done elsewhere like Photoshop, 
Fireworks, or even just sketches. 

Once I have a sense of what I’m going 
to code, I start with my base styles. 
What do I want my elements to look 
like by default? From there, I start 
to build out the layout. What are the 
major content areas? Do I need a grid 
system? After that, I start looking at 
what the design patterns are. What is 
the visual language that needs to be 
codified? These are the modules that I 
begin to build out.
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How do you manage the various 
aspects of developing for large 
sites while working in a team? For 
example, how can a large team 
prevent duplication of efforts, 
develop clean code, provide ongoing 
maintenance, etc.?

I think the SMACSS approach lends 
itself really well to developing in large 
teams. The modularization helps 
codify reusable design components 
and makes it more evident when 
there’s duplication. That type of 
evidence encourages cleaner code. 
The modularization also helps to have 
different people working on different 
components at the same time.

What are the top mistakes you see 
when looking at other developer’s 
CSS?

Overly qualified selectors (often 
exacerbated by the use of 
preprocessors), the use of !important, 
and no consideration for naming 
convention. CSS is, in a way, like a 
language with only global variables. 
Some people combine selectors as 
a way of namespacing. That leads to 
clashes where a class name ends up 
doing two (or more) different things 
and the only way to tell what is going 
on is to go back to the CSS—which 
might be spread across multiple files.
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Any book recommendations from a 
book nerd? Any books on your must 
read list?

In sci-fi, read Ender’s Game before 
the film comes out and ruins it. I just 
finished Lois McMaster Bujold’s space 
opera Vorkosigan Saga which currently 
has 15 novels in its canon. James S.A. 
Corey’s 3 novels set in The Expanse 
have all been exceptional.

In fantasy, I love everything by Brandon 
Sanderson who is a writing machine and 
is apparently able to knock out several 

novels a year. Joe Abercrombie’s 
books read as if Tarantino directed 
Lord of the Rings. I’m also a fan of N.K 
Jemisin’s two series: The Inheritance 
Trilogy and Dreamblood.

Finally, I’ve got to admit I love Gail 
Carriger’s Parasol Protectorate series. 
Two words: Steampunk Dachshund.
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Web designers have long been forced to create within the constraints of blocks. Since 
most daring ventures into non-rectangular layouts using regular CSS and HTML usually 
end in frustration, most of the content on the web is still trapped in simple boxes.

All that is about to change with the implementation of CSS Shapes, a new standard 
which allows web designers and developers to wrap content inside or around custom 
shapes. Shapes are defined in simple, practical, and reusable ways; most importantly, 
unlike most CSS hacks that just simulate shapes, they can affect the entire layout of a 
web page.

“CSS Shapes allow 
designers to wrap content 

in or around custom 
shapes.”

http://html.adobe.com/webplatform/layout/shapes/
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In order to demonstrate how custom shapes can enhance layout expressiveness 
on the web, we built a demo based on the story of Alice in Wonderland by Lewis 
Carroll. We teamed up with the French agency ultranoir which created stunning 
hand-drawn graphics for us which we integrated into a beautiful and evocative 
story.

On top of the carefully drawn landscapes and characters, we built an interactive 
HTML5 experience where CSS Shapes are used in key places to enhance the visual 
storytelling experience. We also employed a scroll-driven navigation model which 
keeps the reader engaged in a linear and gradual exploration of the content.

Text wraps inside and around custom shapes in unexpected ways for an HTML & 
CSS web page, enticing the reader to continue scrolling and discovering. Clever 
uses of custom shapes help support content at key points throughout the story.

Since our adaptation of Alice uses cutting edge web standards, it currently requires 
Google Chrome Canary with support for CSS Shapes enabled.

BUILDING ALICE IN WONDERLAND
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The first scene opens up with a curious Alice looking down into the famous rabbit 
hole. Using a shape-inside CSS property, the text wraps intricately between the 
outline of the girl and that of the tree. By varying the top margin of the content as 
the user scrolls, we achieved the effect of the text draining down the rabbit hole, 
enticing further exploration. This effect was simple to build with CSS Shapes, and it 
demonstrates how the browser can quickly update content layout within a shape-
inside.

The experience is extremely fluid because no JavaScript is used to control the 
text layout. The browser’s native layout engine achieves much better performance 
when dealing with shapes for wrapping content.

EXPRESSIVE LAYOUT
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Throughout the story, the content interacts with its surroundings in interesting 
ways. In some cases, the content wraps around the custom shapes of characters 
while also wrapping inside the layout of the rabbit hole. The scene with the Cheshire 
Cat falling is a good example: each instance of the cat uses the shape-outside 
property which makes the adjacent text wrap around the outline of the falling 
feline. Adjusting the position or size of the cat will automatically layout the content 
around it.
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In the original story of Alice in Wonderland there is a scene where Alice has a 
conversation with the caterpillar smoking a hookah. The art direction we got 
suggested that the caterpillar’s words might appear as puffs of smoke. This was a 
great opportunity to use animated shape-inside. As the scroll-driven dialogue 
between the two unfolds, the shape of the text container gradually animates giving 
the impression of smoke clouds floating up in the air.

This again demonstrates naturally occurring wrapping within a shape-inside 
with no JavaScript at all to directly adjust the layout of the text. There are several 
other uses of sophisticated shapes throughout the demo; in fact, there are no 
rectangular boxes used within the app at all.
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CSS Shapes are designed to work well with existing CSS features. At the very end 
of the demo, the cat’s head slowly appears in a carving between slanted blocks 
of text. These are actually two CSS Regions, each with their own shape-inside 
polygons. Editing or changing the font will not cause the text to overlap the cat’s 
head due to the custom shapes which the text must respect.
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The implementation of CSS Shapes is ongoing in WebKit and Blink. CSS Shapes is 
available in a few browsers, but it may not be turned on by default. To see which 
browsers support shapes — and to learn how to enable them — see Enabling 
Cutting-Edge Graphical & Layout Features.

The source code for the entire Alice in Wonderland demo is available on GitHub for 
you to peek at and explore. Simple examples, which are better suited for getting 
started with CSS Shapes, are available on CodePen.

Widespread support for CSS Shapes is coming soon. These are not one-off 
experiments or prototypes, but actual CSS features that passionate developers are 
working hard to implement in order to make sure the web keeps moving forward.

Shapes provides a whole new set of options for web designers to define content 
layout in creative, innovative, and expressive ways which enhance the reader’s 
experience. They are a giant leap forward in making the web browser a first-class 
design surface.

These features are long overdue on the open web, and we can’t wait to see what 
you will build with them.

SOURCE AND SUPPORT

GOING FORWARD

Razvan Caliman
Adobe Web Platform
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Node.js development can be a lot of fun. Unit testing can be fun too. Unit testing 
Node can be very much not fun. Unit testing Nodejs modules often feels like trying to 
build a neutered integration test with mocks, nocks, and intercepts. Since Node is a 
web server whose functionality revolves around responding to http requests, the most 
natural testing method would be to trip those URLs and check the response. However, 
that ends up being more of a test of the middleware, and doesn’t allow for testing 
the function directly. If you want to ignore the http calls, the most rational way to test 
the functions inside the module would be to export them. Once exported the tests 
can easily be run against the exported functions. The problem with exposing all the 
functions via export means functionality that should be private is no longer private.

Unit testing is not a good reason to break important development practices like 
encapsulation. What is needed is a way to reach the functions without exposing them 
directly. It would be really useful if we could reach into a module and play with its 
internals like a mad scientist teaching gross anatomy using live subjects. I have found 
such a mad scientist in Johannes(jhnns) and his Rewire library.

Jasmine-Node and Rewire are a powerful pair of Node testing tools. I prefer Jasmine-
Node, but rewire can be used with any Node.js unit testing library. Rewire is used in 
place of require in the module’s regular require block. Rewire still runs the require 
function so that there is no change to expected behavior. Instead, rewire adds two 
new methods, __get__ and __set__, to the returned object. The get and set functions 
can be used to interact with any variable inside the imported module’s scope. Thanks 
to functions being objects in JavaScript we can interact with those too. The module 
remains accessible through all of it’s normal public facing methods.

This post is going to walk through using rewire to unit test a Node server. The Node 
server is running Express and will be very simple. The code is accessible via Cloud9. It 
is also available via github. 

“HTML5 makes life easier 
for us by defining the right 

element.”

https://github.com/jhnns/rewirehttps://github.com/jhnns/rewire
https://c9.io/dposin/jasmine-node-rewire
https://github.com/Lastalas/Jasmine-Node-Rewire-Example
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The node server:

var express = require(‘express’),
    app = express(),
    http = require (‘http’);
    
    app.use(express.bodyParser());
    
    app.get(‘*’, pageLoader);
    
    function pageLoader (req, res){
        if (req.query.message && req.query.message !== ‘’ ){
            res.end(‘Found this message: ‘ + req.query.message);
        } else if (req.query.callback && req.query.callback !== ‘’){
            http.get(‘http://test.test’, function (response){
                res(response);
            })
            .on(‘error’, function (e){
                res(e);
            })
        } else {
            res.end(‘No message found.’);
        }
    };
    
    app.listen(process.env.PORT);

The top part of the module is standard express boilerplate code. We add express 
middleware and handle all get requests with the same pageLoader function. The 
last line sets up the server to listen to the appropriate port.

The pageLoader function is also very simple for the purpose of this example. If 
the query string in the request has a message parameter, then display it. If the 
the query string has a callback parameter, make a server side http request to a 
remote server. If neither parameter is provided then display a ‘no message found’ 
message. Our first set of tests will be to confirm the pageLoader’s processing of 
the message parameter works as expected.

var rewire = require(‘rewire’),
    server = rewire(__dirname + ‘/server.js’),
    loadMethod = server.__get__(‘pageLoader’);

Our Jasmine-Node spec will start with three variables. The first require statement 
pulls rewire into the test. The second statement,
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    server = rewire(__dirname + ‘/server.js’)

does two operations. The rewire call functions just like a require call and pulls the 
module into the code’s context. The second thing it does is expose the variables 
and functions of the module via __get__ and __set__ calls. The third statement

loadMethod = server.__get__(‘pageLoader’);

is going to give us access to the loadMethod inside of server.js.
Let’s take a look at the first two tests in our suite of three. One test is going to 
confirm that a message parameter in the query string outputs as expected. The 
other test will check for the situation when no message is passed in the query 
string.

describe(‘Test page loader’, function() {
    it(‘Should give me the message query string’, function(done) {
        var req = {
            query: {
                message: ‘Hi Tester’
            }
        },
        res = {
            end: function(msg) {
                expect(msg).toEqual(‘Found this message: Hi Tester’);
                done();
            }

        };
        loadMethod(req, res);
    });

The first test simulates a message in the query string and expects the function to 
send that message to the response’s end method. This is an asynchronous operation 
so the Jasmine-Node done function will need to be called when the response ends. 
The loadMethod function is called directly since it has been pulled out using the 
__get__ function. We know the code is expecting request and response objects as 
provided by express. However, we know the code doesn’t need the whole object. 
It only needs the properties and methods it intends to use. 
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Therefore, we can make our own objects and call the function directly and provide 
them.

  var req = {
            query: {
                message: ‘Hi Tester’
            }
        }

The req object contains an object called query which contains a property called 
message with a string value. Passing that in the loadMethod function will allow this 
line to work:

if (req.query.message && req.query.message !== ‘’ )

Secondly, we define a custom response object:

      res = {
            end: function(msg) {
                expect(msg).toEqual(‘No message found.’);
                done();

Our response object contains one function called “end”. This will allow the following 
line in loadMethod to work:

            res.end(‘Found this message: ‘ + req.query.message);

Our second test works the same as the first with the exception of an empty query 
object. The code will fail the first if check. The code will also fail the else if check. 
Finally, the else clause will catch it:

        } else {
            res.end(‘No message found.’);
        }
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and respond with ‘No message found’.

    it(‘Should tell me when no message found’, function(done) {
        var req = {
            query: {}
        },
        res = {
            end: function(msg) {
                expect(msg).toEqual(‘No message found.’);
                done();
            }
        };
        loadMethod(req, res);
    });

Take a moment to fully consider the possibilities that rewire offers. No need 
to intercept an http request, and the function is tested without middleware 
interference. It is still important to test the result of the code passing through 
express, but I would suggest saving that for integration/end-to-end testing. This 
approach maintains the function as a black box, but it opens the container for 
examination under controlled circumstances. You can test directly and keep private 
things private.

Part 2 will look at the callback parameter, and how we handle the http request 
without allowing it to actually issue the request.

David Posin
Web Developer
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Yeah, Using data- attributes for indexation, and a dynamic stylesheet with a CSS3 
selector for search, it is straightforward to implement a client-side full-text search in 
CSS rather than JavaScript. Here is an example.

<!-- Data generated by Faker, see https://github.com/fzaninotto/Faker -->
<ul class=”contacts”>
  <!-- Add text to the data-index attribute to enable full-text search -->
  <!-- Don’t forget to lowercase it to make search case-insensitive -->
  <li class=”searchable” data-index=”onabednarschamberger.frank@wuckert.com1-265-
479-1196x714”>
    <dl>
      <dt>First Name</dt><dd>Ona</dd>
      <dt>Last Name</dt><dd>Bednar</dd>
      <dt>Email</dt><dd>schamberger.frank@wuckert.com</dd>
      <dt>Phone</dt><dd>1-265-479-1196x714</dd>
    </dl>
  </li>
  <li class=”searchable” data-index=”newtoncronintorphy.dorothea@gmail.
com(121)644-5577”>
    <dl>
      <dt>First Name</dt><dd>Newton</dd>
      <dt>Last Name</dt><dd>Cronin</dd>
      <dt>Email</dt><dd>torphy.dorothea@gmail.com</dd>
      <dt>Phone</dt><dd>(121)644-5577</dd>
    </dl>
  </li>
  <!-- add as much data as you want -->
</ul>

THE SEARCHABLE LIST

“It is straightforward to 
implement a client-side full-

text search in CSS rather 
than JavaScript.”
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The search is very straightforward: it relies on two well-supported CSS3 selectors 
(:not() and [attr*=]) and the rewriting of a style rule each time the search input is 
modified:

<input type=”text” placeholder=”search” id=”search”>
<style id=”search_style”></style>
<script type=”text/javascript”>
var searchStyle = document.getElementById(‘search_style’);
document.getElementById(‘search’).addEventListener(‘input’, function() {
  if (!this.value) {
    searchStyle.innerHTML = “”;
    return;
  }
  // look ma, no indexOf!
  searchStyle.innerHTML = “.searchable:not([data-index*=\”” + this.value.
toLowerCase() + “\”]) { display: none; }”;
  // beware of css injections!
});
</script>

The advantage of using CSS selectors rather than JavaScript indexOf() for search 
is speed: you only change one element at each keystroke (the <style> tag) instead 
of changing all the elements matching the query. Using the :not() selector, this 
implementation works on IE9+, but it could easily be made compatible with IE8+ 
by using two rules instead of one.

THE SEARCH CODE
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• Should you commit your dependencies?
• Agile development: How to prioritize a backlog, or How to assess business value 

in practice
• Faker update: Version 1.2 is released
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The adoption of CSS Regions is definitely moving along swiftly.  They are now supported 
in Mobile Safari on iOS7, Opera, Chrome Canary, Chrome Stable & WebKit nightly. 
Browser support continues to evolve and can be tracked here.

CSS Regions allow you to define content that can “flow” through a series of defined 
regions on the page, so you can create magazine-type layouts and responsive websites 
through simple CSS.  I wrote about how you can use CSS Regions for creating responsive 
content in an earlier article.  I’d definitely recommend reading that before continuing 
here if you haven’t already done so.  It should give you a good basic understanding of 
how CSS Regions work.

Defining one piece of HTML markup as the source for another piece of markup is an 
extremely powerful, but very different way of thinking about Web page layout. You’re 
very likely going to want good authoring tools, and the ability to debug in-browser to 
figure what’s going on when your site behaves unexpectedly.

What we’ll describe here are some options for authoring and debugging Web layouts 
that use CSS Regions.

“The adoption of CSS 
Regions is definitely moving 

along swiftly.”

http://html.adobe.com/webplatform/layout/regions/browser-support
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/16/responsive-text-using-css-regions/
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As far as tools go for authoring content with CSS Regions, your best and only 
option at this point is Edge Reflow CC, Adobe’s Responsive Web design tool. 
Within Reflow, you can easily lay out linked region containers exactly where you 
want them to be placed, define how you want the different region containers to 
react (resize, move, hide, etc) to different screen resolutions and/or window sizes , 
and then define a block of content (text, images, videos, etc) to flow into the linked 
regions.

Vincent Hardy, Director of Engineering for the Adobe Web Platform team, describes 
here in detail how CSS Regions work, and how they are supported in Edge Reflow.  
As well, in the following video, Jacob Surber, product manager for Edge Reflow, 
shows you how to design your Web layouts in Reflow using CSS Regions:

TOOLING
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What is pretty amazing here, is that CSS Regions is a W3C spec that was first 
introduced by Adobe.  It has received widespread support across the browser 
community in a short amount of time.  CSS Regions are now even supported on 
iOS7 mobile Safari, and thus will likely show up in the next release of desktop Safari 
in the upcoming release of Mavericks.

Now that it has received enough industry adoption, Adobe is starting to incorporate 
the feature into its design tools.  Hopefully, designers will start using this feature, 
and demand more design-focused features like this. The demand will produce new 
standards and new browser features, and so it goes, round and round. This is a 
really nice virtuous circle.

Once you’ve authored your regions-based content and are viewing it in the browser, 
you’re still going to want be able to inspect your layouts and pick apart what’s 
going on, especially when your site is not behaving as expected. There are several 
in-browser options available to help you visualize and debug your layouts and 
explore the different content flows, depending on which browser you are using.

A VIRTUOUS CIRCLE

IN-BROWSER DEBUGGING
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WebKit Nightly
CSS Regions are enabled by default on WebKit nightly, so once you’ve downloaded 
the latest nightly, you’re good to go. Support was added very recently to provide 
some very nice visualizations to help you debug your CSS Regions.

If you’re running WebKit nightly, try out the following example I have posted on 
this site:

http://blattchat.com/demos/regions/basic/

Notice the different connect text regions, interspersed with an image and some 
highlight text. The text flows from one connected text region to another, regardless 
of the size of the window, or the resolution of the device you are using to view the 
content.

In this example we have one DIV that defines all of the source:

<div id=”source”>
Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and 
Consonantia, there live the blind texts. Separated they live in ...
</div>

5 of 9
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In the CSS, we take that DIV out of the normal layout and indicate that all of the 
source content should flow into ‘main-thread’ by using the flow-into CSS attribute:

#source {
  -webkit-flow-into: main-thread;
  flow-into: main-thread;
}

Notice how we use both the -webkit- prefixed and unprefixed version of the CSS 
attribute.  You need the -webkit- prefix to get this to work for now, but eventually 
as regions become more widely implemented that will no longer be necessary.

We also have seven DIVs laid out in different parts of the page, all of class ‘region’.  
In the CSS we define each of these DIVs as a region container using the flow-from 
CSS attribute.

.region {
 -webkit-flow-from: main-thread;
 flow-from: main-thread;
}

All of the source content in ‘main-thread’ will flow into the region containers. In 
this example, the source content is just text, but there’s no reason it couldn’t also 
include images, videos, iFrames, etc.

Now, normally if you want to see what’s going on in a page, you can use the Web 
Inspector. If you right-click on some of the text and select “Inspect Element”, the 
Web Inspector will pop up and show you that element:
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Notice that it has taken you to the source text.

But with CSS Regions, the source content is kept separate from the actual layout.  
The regions define the layout and the source content flows into the regions.  So 
how do we visualize the individual regions that make up a given flow?  What we 
really need is to be able to see how the content is going to flow from one region 
to the next.

If you move your mouse over each of the region containers (DIV elements of class 
‘region’) in the Web Inspector, you will see the following:

All of the connected regions in the flow are numbered (indicating the order of the 
regions in terms of flow) and highlighted a light blue.  Lines are drawn between 
each of the connected regions to show you where the next connect region is in the 
flow.  And finally, the currently selected region is highlighted a darker blue.

That’s definitely more useful!  In fact, if you’ve ever used InDesign, or as you saw 
in the Reflow video above, you’ll find that this interface will be very familiar. Now 
you can play with the HTML/CSS of each region or resize the page, and see how 
the content flowing into those region containers adapts.
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There’s a great detailed article here by Christian Cantrell of the Adobe Web Platform 
team that discusses debugging CSS Regions in Chrome.  Remember though, CSS 
Regions are disabled by default on Chrome.  You need to navigate to chrome://
flags and enable ‘Enable experimental WebKit features’. As well, to get the CSS 
Regions debugging support in Web Inspector, you’ll also want to enable ‘Enable 
Developer Tools experiments’.

Let’s now try out the same example in Chrome:

http://blattchat.com/demos/regions/basic/

You can bring up the Web inspector by right-clicking on the page and selecting 
‘Inspect Element’, or pressing cmd/ctrl-I.

You can right-click anywhere in the Elements tab in the Web Inspector and you’ll 
see an entry for ‘CSS Named Flows…’.

CHROME
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Selecting that will provide you with a list of all of the available flows and region 
chains:

As you move your mouse over each of the region containers in the Web Inspector, 
they’ll get highlighted in the browser — very useful for debugging CSS Regions.

The tools and technology are definitely evolving.  Give it a try and let me know 
what you think.

• Cross-Browser Responsive Content with CSS Regions
• Responsive Content Using CSS Regions
• A Little Help Debugging CSS Shaders
• Duotone Custom Filter
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This article was published on Flippin’ Awesome on October 7, 2013. You can read it 
here.

As web developers, we have all tried many different tools, IDE’s and text editors to 
improve our daily workflow. Apart from the old-fashioned vim/emacs lover, many of 
us currently use either Sublime Text (with its great collection of plugins) or WebStorm. 
Both have great features, plugins and support but there’s a new player that I believe 
is going to change things: Brackets

To summarize why I think Brackets, in a couple of quarter, is winning the web editors 
challenge:

1. Dude, it’s open source! Although developed and supported by Adobe, Brackets is 
completely open source (and, in my opinion, open is better).

2. Brackets itself is a web app. It’s built with all the technologies we love: HTML, CSS 
and JavaScript runing in a Chromium shell. This means that, yes, if you’re a web 
developer, you can help improving it (by, for instance, writing an extension).

3. Even if it’s relatively new, it is already pretty stable, with a lot of extensions that 
have been developed. It ships with some cool and unique features: Quick Edit, Live 
Developement, tern code intelligence, LESS and Sass support and more.

Ok. It’s nice. But perhaps you try it and find it’s missing <this feature>. Right, let’s add 
it, right now as an extension,

“As web developers, we 
have tried many different 

tools to improve our 
workflow.”

http://flippinawesome.org/
http://flippinawesome.org/2013/10/07/extending-the-brackets-code-editor-with-javascript/
http://flippinawesome.org/2013/10/07/extending-the-brackets-code-editor-with-javascript/
http://www.sublimetext.com/
http://www.jetbrains.com/webstorm/
http://brackets.io/
http://flippinawesome.org/
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If the internet has taught us anything, It’s that there are never enough ponies 
and unicorns – and that certainly applies to Brackets as well. So, let’s add some 
sparkling happiness to our new web editor (many thanks to my dear friend Paolo 
Chillari for the topic suggestion).

Project set-up
The first thing to do (after installing Brackets, of course) is to locate the extension 
folder. Just go to Help > Show Extensions Folder from the menu. It should be 
something like ~/Library/Application Support/brackets/extensions 
on Mac or C:\Users\<Your Username>\AppData\Roaming\Brackets\
extensions on Windows.

Go into the ”user” subfolder and create a new project root which we’ll call ”cornify-
brackets”. What you need at this point are just two files:

1. main.js: this is the file that will contains the JavaScript code for the extension.
2. package.json: this file defines all the relevant metadata for our project 

(extension name, version number, repository, etc).

Let’s start with the latter:

{
    “name”: “cornify-brackets”,
    “title”: “Cornify”,
    “description”: “add”,
    “homepage”: “http://artoale.com/tutorial/brackets/2013/09/30/writing-
brackets-extension-01/”,
    “version”: “0.0.1”,
    “author”: “Alessandro Artoni <artoale@gmail.com> (https://github.com/
artoale)”,
    “license”: “MIT”,
    “engines”: {
        “brackets”: “>=0.31.0”
    }
}

The format is straightforward, especially for those who already have some 
experience with Node.js and npm since the format is almost exactly the same. All 
this information will become particularly useful for when we publish our extension.

ALWAYS START WITH PONIES
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Before we can start coding, you have to know that Brackets extensions use the AMD 
CommonJS Wrapper. Which means that your code will be wrapped in a callback 
passed to the global function. Inside that callback you’ll be passed in three objects: 
require, which is a function for managing your own dependencies, exports and 
module, to be used exclusively and allow you to expose functionality to the rest 
of the world.

Ok, that said, we’re ready to go.

Main.js structure
Let’s start with the definition of our plugin:

/*jslint vars: true, plusplus: true, devel: true, nomen: true, regexp: true, 
indent: 4, maxerr: 50 */
/*global define, $, brackets, window, Mustache */

define(function (require, exports, module) {
    “use strict”;

    var AppInit = brackets.getModule(“utils/AppInit”);

    AppInit.appReady(function () {
        //...
    });
});

From this code you can already see some important concepts:

Globals
From within your code, you have access to some global variables:

1. window: The browser global object. Since you’re a web developer, you’re 
probably already familiar with this.

2. brackets: Used to access all Brackets specific functionalities and submodules 
(in particular the brackets.getModule function allows you to retrieve the 
module you need as defined in Brackets source code).

3. Mustache: Brackets uses Mustache as a templating language, which means that 
you can use it in your extension as well.

4. $ and jQuery: jQuery (v2.0+) comes embedded within the editor to make your 
DOM manipulation easy

5. define: we’ve already discussed that.
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Plugin Initialization

When we write a piece of code that runs in the browser, we usually listen (directly 
or not) to the document.onload event to be sure that all the HTML has been 
parsed, the images are loaded and the DOM is ready. Since Brackets needs to 
do some more complicated stuff at startup, registering an event on the onload 
event is not safe aspart of the editor may not be loaded yet (RequireJS is used 
for loading modules and it is asyncronous) and you may not be able to access all 
the functionality you need. For that reason, the Brackets developers give us the 
utils/AppInit module. Our inizialization code should be passed as a callback 
to its appReady event (and not htmlReady, since that is fired before any plugins 
are loaded).

Let’s try it!

Yeah, but it does nothing…yet. Let’s fix that by adding a line to the appReady 
callback:

AppInit.appReady(function () {
    console.log(“I’m a fabulous unicorn!”);
});

Our v0.0.1 is ready to go! Restart Brackets via Debug > Reload Brackets or Cmd+R 
on Mac and open the dev tools to see the magic.

That’s right, I forgot to tell you, even the debugging tool your used to when writing 
web apps is available for Brackets, including Chromium Developer Tools. Just go 
on Debug > Show Developer Tools (Cmd+alt+I on Mac) and open the console tab. 
You should be able to see the ”I’m a unicorn” text right there.

Nice, isn’t it? But, as you may have noticed…this doesn’t really look like a unicorn, 
sadly it’s just a sentence. Let’s improve that.

Loading Static Files with RequireJS
RequireJS and AMD in general are great for building structured, modular code, 
but there’s another, lesser-known feature: static file loading. It’s very useful when 
you need to load non-JavaScript resources like templates or, in our case unicorn 
ASCII-ART.
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Start by adding a ”lib” folder inside your project root and create a text file inside 
it (let’s call it ”unicorn.txt”). Now we’re ready for some real goodness.
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                                       \       , //
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      ,.._.-’        ‘’’--...-||\     -. \   \
    .’.=.’                    `         `.\ [ Y
   /   /                                  \]  J
  Y / Y                                    Y   L
  | | |          \                         |   L
  | | |           Y                        A  J
  |   I           |                       /I\ /
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       |  J.  L  J     .-;.-/       |    \ .’ /
       J   L`-J   L____,.-’`        |  _.-’   |
        L  J   L  J                  ``  J    |
        J   L  |   L                     J    |
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Copy and paste the text above into the unicorn.txt file. Next we’ll load it into our 
JavaScript file by using the RequireJS function described earlier. In order to load 
static files with RequireJS we have to specify their format before the file path in 
the call to the require function. In our cas,e the string becomes text!lib/
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unicorn.txt - we’re loading a text file called unicorn.txt inside the lib 
folder relative to our extension root. Once you edit your main.js it should look 
something like this:

/*jslint vars: true, plusplus: true, devel: true, nomen: true, regexp: true, 
indent: 4, maxerr: 50 */
/*global define, $, brackets, window, Mustache */

define(function (require, exports, module) {
    “use strict”;

    var AppInit = brackets.getModule(‘utils/AppInit’),
        unicornAscii = require(‘text!lib/unicorn.txt’);

    AppInit.appReady(function () {
        console.log(unicornAscii);
    });
});

Save everything and Cmd+R again: you should now see a beautiful unicorn bringing 
happiness to the dev tools.

This is already pretty good as we’ve got a unicorn in our editor, but we can add 
more! Luckily, Brackets gives you the ability to create custom commands and add 
them to the main menu (and even to create new menus, if you have to). In order to 
do this we’ll need to utilize the CommandManager and Menus modules.

Both of these modules expose a lot of functions and variables to work with menus, 
but for now, we’ll just focus on what we need to add more unicorns (if you want 
a broader overview of what CommandManager offers in terms of anAPI, have a 
look at the ”src/command” directory in the Brackets source code, and spot the 
exports).

For our purposes, we only need a couple of methods:

1. CommandManager.register allow us to register a new command inside 
Brackets. This method requires, in this order, the command name used to create 
the menu item, a command identifier string (which should be unique) and a 
function that will be executed when your command is run.

2. Menus.getMenu is used to retrieve the menu instance to which we want to add 
our command. Since adding ponies seems very helpful we’ll be using helpMenu.

ADDING A MENU COMMAND
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3. helpMenu.addMenuItem is, as you might imagine, the method we will use to 
add our command to the editor menu.

First, start with loading the right module from Brackets core and define a constant 
to identify our command:

var CommandManager = brackets.getModule(“command/CommandManager”),
            Menus  = brackets.getModule(“command/Menus”),
            CORNIFY_CMD_ID = “artoale.cornify”;

Note that the ID I’ve picked is scoped, in order to avoid name collision with other 
extensions.

Now we have everything we need to write our new command:

var cornify = function () {
    console.log(unicornAscii);
}

…and register it within the AppInit.appReady function:

CommandManager.register(“Gimme some love”, CORNIFY_CMD_ID, cornify);
var helpMenu = Menus.getMenu(Menus.AppMenuBar.HELP_MENU);
helpMenu.addMenuItem(CORNIFY_CMD_ID);

If you’ve added everything correctly together you should have something like 
this in main.js:

/*jslint vars: true, plusplus: true, devel: true, nomen: true, regexp: true, 
indent: 4, maxerr: 50 */
/*global define, $, brackets, window, Mustache */

define(function (require, exports, module) {
    “use strict”;

    var AppInit = brackets.getModule(‘utils/AppInit’),
        CommandManager = brackets.getModule(“command/CommandManager”),
        Menus  = brackets.getModule(“command/Menus”),
        CORNIFY_CMD_ID = “artoale.cornify”,
        unicornAscii = require(‘text!lib/unicorn.txt’);
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    var cornify = function () {
        console.log(unicornAscii);
    };

    AppInit.appReady(function () {
        var helpMenu = Menus.getMenu(Menus.AppMenuBar.HELP_MENU);

        CommandManager.register(“Gimme some love”, CORNIFY_CMD_ID, cornify);
        helpMenu.addMenuItem(CORNIFY_CMD_ID);
    });
});

Once again, reload Brackets.

You should now see in the Help menu our newly created item. Select it and have a 
look. Now we can create endless unicorns!

Things are getting interesting now. We have a nice unicorn displaying in our dev 
console, but what about within the main IDE? We don’t want to switch to the dev 
tools each time we need some unicorn happiness.

Fortunately, there’s a nice piece of JavScript (clearly one of the best pieces of code 
ever written) that can help us: Cornify

Create a new file inside your “lib” subdirectory and call it ”cornify.js”. I’ve prepared 
a slightly modified version which includes support for loading via RequireJS (really, 
it’s just the original code wrapped within the define call and the globals made local 
and assigned as a property of the exports object). The implementation isn’t really 
important so just copy and paste the code below:

define(function (require, exports, module) {
    var cornify_count = 0;
    var cornify_add = function () {
        cornify_count += 1;
        var cornify_url = ‘http://www.cornify.com/’;
        var div = document.createElement(‘div’);
        div.style.position = ‘fixed’;

        var numType = ‘px’;
        var heightRandom = Math.random() * .75;

MAKE IT GLITTER
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        var windowHeight = 768;
        var windowWidth = 1024;
        var height = 0;
        var width = 0;
        var de = document.documentElement;
        if (typeof (window.innerHeight) == ‘number’) {
            windowHeight = window.innerHeight;
            windowWidth = window.innerWidth;
        } else if (de && de.clientHeight) {
            windowHeight = de.clientHeight;
            windowWidth = de.clientWidth;
        } else {
            numType = ‘%’;
            height = Math.round(height * 100) + ‘%’;
        }

        div.onclick = cornify_add;
        div.style.zIndex = 10;
        div.style.outline = 0;

        if (cornify_count == 15) {
            div.style.top = Math.max(0, Math.round((windowHeight - 530) / 2)) + 
‘px’;
            div.style.left = Math.round((windowWidth - 530) / 2) + ‘px’;
            div.style.zIndex = 1000;
        } else {
            if (numType == ‘px’) div.style.top = Math.round(windowHeight * 
heightRandom) + numType;
            else div.style.top = height;
            div.style.left = Math.round(Math.random() * 90) + ‘%’;
        }

        var img = document.createElement(‘img’);
        var currentTime = new Date();
        var submitTime = currentTime.getTime();
        if (cornify_count == 15) submitTime = 0;
        img.setAttribute(‘src’, cornify_url + ‘getacorn.php?r=’ + submitTime + 
‘&url=’ + document.location.href);
        var ease = “all .1s linear”;
        //div.style[‘-webkit-transition’] = ease;
        //div.style.webkitTransition = ease;
        div.style.WebkitTransition = ease;
        div.style.WebkitTransform = “rotate(1deg) scale(1.01,1.01)”;
        //div.style.MozTransition = “all .1s linear”;
        div.style.transition = “all .1s linear”;
        div.onmouseover = function () {
            var size = 1 + Math.round(Math.random() * 10) / 100;
            var angle = Math.round(Math.random() * 20 - 10);
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            var result = “rotate(“ + angle + “deg) scale(“ + size + “,” + size 
+ “)”;
            this.style.transform = result;
            //this.style[‘-webkit-transform’] = result;
            //this.style.webkitTransform = result;
            this.style.WebkitTransform = result;
            //this.style.MozTransform = result;
            //alert(this + ‘ | ‘ + result);
        }
        div.onmouseout = function () {
            var size = .9 + Math.round(Math.random() * 10) / 100;
            var angle = Math.round(Math.random() * 6 - 3);
            var result = “rotate(“ + angle + “deg) scale(“ + size + “,” + size 
+ “)”;
            this.style.transform = result;
            //this.style[‘-webkit-transform’] = result;
            //this.style.webkitTransform = result;
            this.style.WebkitTransform = result;
            //this.style.MozTransform = result;
        }
        var body = document.getElementsByTagName(‘body’)[0];
        body.appendChild(div);
        div.appendChild(img);

        // Add stylesheet.
        if (cornify_count == 5) {
            var cssExisting = document.getElementById(‘__cornify_css’);
            if (!cssExisting) {
                var head = document.getElementsByTagName(“head”)[0];
                var css = document.createElement(‘link’);
                css.id = ‘__cornify_css’;
                css.type = ‘text/css’;
                css.rel = ‘stylesheet’;
                css.href = ‘http://www.cornify.com/css/cornify.css’;
                css.media = ‘screen’;
                head.appendChild(css);
            }
            cornify_replace();
        }
    }

    var cornify_replace = function () {
        // Replace text.
        var hc = 6;
        var hs;
        var h;
        var k;
        var words = [‘Happy’, ‘Sparkly’, ‘Glittery’, ‘Fun’, ‘Magical’, 
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‘Lovely’, ‘Cute’, ‘Charming’, ‘Amazing’, ‘Wonderful’];
        while (hc >= 1) {
            hs = document.getElementsByTagName(‘h’ + hc);
            for (k = 0; k < hs.length; k++) {
                h = hs[k];
                h.innerHTML = words[Math.floor(Math.random() * words.length)] + 
‘ ‘ + h.innerHTML;
            }
            hc -= 1;
        }
    }

    exports.add = cornify_add;
});

As you can deduce from the last line, we expose an add method which we’re going 
to use in our extension. First, we need to load this as a dependency in our main.
js file (and we can replace the cornify variable since we don’t need it anymore):

var cornify = require(‘lib/cornify’);

Notice that, since we are including an AMD module we have stripped out the 
text! prefix and we don’t even have to specify the .js extension. At this moment 
cornify corresponds to the export object inside our dependency: as in, it is an 
object with the exported add method. In that case we have to change another line, 
because the register module requires a function, not an object.

CommandManager.register(“Gimme some love”, CORNIFY_CMD_ID, cornify.add.
bind(cornify));

In this particular case calling bind is not required as we could have simply passed 
cornify.add but, since we’re not technically supposed to know the internals of 
each and every library we use, this is a nice tip to make sure that the add function 
is called with the proper context. For more on context binding see Function.
prototype.bind.
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Your final main.js script should look like this:

/*jslint vars: true, plusplus: true, devel: true, nomen: true, regexp: true, 
indent: 4, maxerr: 50 */
/*global define, $, brackets, window, Mustache */

define(function (require, exports, module) {
    “use strict”;

    var AppInit = brackets.getModule(‘utils/AppInit’),
        CommandManager = brackets.getModule(“command/CommandManager”),
        Menus  = brackets.getModule(“command/Menus”),
        CORNIFY_CMD_ID = “artoale.cornify”;

    var cornify = require(‘lib/cornify’);

    AppInit.appReady(function () {
        var helpMenu = Menus.getMenu(Menus.AppMenuBar.HELP_MENU);

        CommandManager.register(“Gimme some love”, CORNIFY_CMD_ID, cornify.add.
bind(cornify));
        helpMenu.addMenuItem(CORNIFY_CMD_ID);
    });
});

I suppose at this point you already know the next steps by heart: save everything; 
reload Brackets; and choose your menu command again to experience pure joy.
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Many developers love their keyboard more than their mother, and since Brackets 
is developed for them, adding a key binding to your menu commands is easy:

helpMenu.addMenuItem(CORNIFY_CMD_ID, “Ctrl+Alt+U”);

This tells Brackets to bind our command to the specified keystroke combination 
(and don’t worry, Ctrl is replaced by Cmd automatically on Mac OS X).

This article was originally published at http://artoale.com/tutorial/
brackets/2013/09/30/writing-brackets-extension-01/

BONUS: KEYBOARD SHORTCUT

Alessandro Artoni
Front End Web Engineer
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This article was published on Flippin’ Awesome on September 30, 2013. You can read 
it here.

The try/catch block is a unique construct, both in how it works and what it is capable of. 
Fundamentally, it is able to isolate one or more statements to capture and suppress any 
runtime errors that may be encountered as a result of execution. It is such a powerful 
construct that in a perfect world you would want to wrap everything in a try/catch 
block to provide simple and effective error trapping. However, due to concerns in 
performance critical situations, employing it is often frowned upon in JavaScript. But 
what if I told you there was a means of emulating the try/catch block in JavaScript 
without the concern for performance? This article will be exploring just such a method.

What makes this construct unique is in the manner in which the catch block augments 
the scope chain. Rather than creating a new execution context and pushing it to the 
top of the execution stack, the catch block will actually create a new variable object 
and place it ahead of the activation object in the scope chain of the current execution 
context. This creates what is known as a dynamic scope, similar to the effect of the 
with statement, which lends to its bad reputation as well. As a result, the error 
object passed to the catch block does not exist outside of it, even within the same 
scope. It is created at the start of the catch clause and destroyed at the end of it. This 
type of manipulation of the scope chain is the primary reason for the performance hit.

At this point you may be thinking that as long as an error is not raised than performance 
should not be affected. That is a fair assumption, but you’d be wrong. Some JavaScript 
engines, such as V8 (Chrome) do not optimize functions that make use of a try/catch 

PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS OF THE TRY/CATCH BLOCK

“The try/catch block is a 
unique contruct, both in 

how it works and what it is 
capable of.”
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block as the optimizing compiler will skip it when encountered. No matter what 
context you use a try/catch block in, there will always be an inherent performance 
hit, quite possibly a substantial one.

These limitations are well documented, for instance, look at the following test 
cases: http://jsperf.com/try-catch-block-performance-comparison and http://
jsperf.com/try-catch-block-loop-performance-comparison. The former confirms 
that not only is there up to a 90% loss in performance when no error even occurs, 
but the performance is significantly worse when an error is raised and control enters 
the catch block. The latter test case proves that the loss is compounded in loops, 
where most performance intensive operations typically occur.

To find a suitable alternative, we require a reliable means of error notification. 
For this, there is really only one viable source in the browser we can turn to for 
error trapping, that being window.onerror. The question is, can we leverage the 
event as a means of closely mimicking the functionality of a try/catch block? The 
answer is yes…for the most part. The event is capable of detecting runtime errors 
including any errors that you explicitly throw yourself. We can also imitate the error 
suppression of a catch block by returning false from window.onerror, while 
returning true allows the error to propagate to the browser.

With these advantages, creating a custom alternative that is capable of simulating 
the primary functionality of a try/catch block becomes rather easy. In its simplest 
form, the solution involves temporarily caching a catch function before invoking a 
try function, then quickly nullifying the catch function after the try function has 
completed execution. This allows us to reliably resolve the source of an error when 
one is encountered. 

THE SOLUTION
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We then invoke the associated catch handler passing an error object constructed 
from the message, file name, and line number provided to the window.onerror 
event handler:

(function(win){
    “use strict”;

    var callback = null, handler = win.onerror;

    win.tryCatch = function(tryFn, catchFn){
        callback = catchFn;
        tryFn();
        callback = null;
    };

    win.onerror = function(msg, file, line){
        var error = new Error(), suppress;
        error.message = msg;
        error.fileName = file;
        error.lineNumber = line;
        if(callback){
            suppress = callback(error);
            callback = null;
            return suppress === false ? false : true;
        }
        return handler ? handler.apply(win, arguments) : false;
    };

})(this);

The function, appropriately named tryCatch, allows us to wrap error-prone or 
sensitive code in a similar fashion as a try/catch block. The syntax is similar as well, 
the exception being the use of functions instead of block statements, such as the 
following:

tryCatch(function(){
    // try something    
}, function(error){
    // handle error
});

One of the advantages to this approach is the countless ways we can augment 
and expand the method to suit various needs. For example, we could add greater 
debugging capabilities by storing additional information about the source of an 
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error such as the test function itself or any variables the function makes use of. 
This could help expand error logging to better understand where and why an error 
took place.

When we measure the performance of this custom solution against a try/catch 
block, we get some interesting results. Based on some preliminary tests, I found 
performance comparisons between the browsers fairly inconsistent. Firefox, IE, 
and Opera all showed improved performance using the tryCatch function as 
opposed to a try/catch block, while the results were opposite for Chrome and 
Safari. However, when we avoid needlessly creating anonymous functions for 
every invocation of the tryCatch function and instead use predefined functions, 
performance actually improves quite a bit in all browsers. Check out the results and 
try it yourself at: http://jsperf.com/native-try-catch-vs-custom-try-catch/7. The real 
advantages come inside loops, in this case performance increased dramatically in 
most browsers: http://jsperf.com/native-try-catch-vs-custom-trycatch-loop.

Despite some of the advantages to this approach, it is not without its caveats. 
Most of these disadvantages are closely related to the window.onerror event 
and can be avoided if used properly in the right circumstances.

One such disadvantage is when the catch handler is invoked in the case of an error 
and another error occurs within the handler, then both errors will propagate to the 
browser. This happens because control still hasn’t left the window.onerror event 
handler from the initial error, raising another error will stop execution and fall back 
to the default behaviour.

There is also a lack of information available beyond the message, file name, and 
line number of the error provided to the window.onerror event 
handler. We don’t get the error type contained in the name property of an error 
object, although Firefox does prepend this to the message itself. We also don’t 
get a stack trace, simple reason being that a stack trace is related to an execution 
context, whereas window.onerror is invoked in the global execution context. 
These omissions do limit our ability to more effectively debug an error.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

DRAWBACKS
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Another drawback inherent to window.onerror is that once an error is encountered, 
the browser will stop execution following the invocation of the event handler. Any 
code following the tryCatch call will be skipped as the interpreter will instead 
proceed to the next script block (<script></script>). This is unavoidable. Only 
a catch block is capable of truly suppressing an error without halting execution. 
Of course, if no further execution is required than this drawback is irrelevant.

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage to this solution are the question marks 
surrounding window.onerror. For example, it’s not even clear what errors trigger 
the event and which don’t. The official Mozilla documentation supports this:

Note that some/many error events do not trigger window.onerror, you 
have to listen for them specifically.

Unfortunately, Mozilla doesn’t get any more specific in terms of which errors 
are actually caught by window.onerror. According to the Internet Explorer 
documentation, the following errors trigger the event:

• Run-time script error, such as an invalid object reference or security 
violation.

• Error while downloading an object, such as an image.
• Windows Internet Explorer 9. An error occurs while fetching media data

This seems to be consistent with most browsers, but again, not confirmed. While 
it is easy to test for which errors currently trigger the event, it is the lack of a 
clear definition for what should trigger it that makes for the problem. Instead, 
each browser is left to their own devices to decide what should and should not 
constitute the triggering of window.onerror. With that type of implementation, 
how can we trust such an event in every scenario moving forward?

When I initially began experimenting with this method, I was looking for a means 
of replacing a try/catch block for performance benefits. However, in the end, it 
started to dawn on me that perhaps the greatest advantage to this solution is in 
the numerous opportunities for customization. The ability to tailor the tryCatch 
function for different use cases and meet various requirements you otherwise 
couldn’t achieve with a try/catch block could prove to be a more valuable means 
of error trapping and debugging.

CONCLUSION
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You could look at it as a suitable median. On one hand, you have a method that 
mimics a try/catch block but has greater opportunities in terms of functionality while 
also being more beneficial in performance critical situations in some circumstances. 
On the other hand, it can narrow the scope of a window.onerror event to specific 
fragments of code for more effective debugging. Kind of a best of both worlds 
mashup.

Now let me be clear, I am absolutely not advocating that you replace all your try/
catch blocks using this method. This is still very much in the experimental stage, 
relying on this method in any type of production environment would be premature. 
There are just too many questions that need answering.

I would, however, encourage you to fork the code on GitHub. Tweak it, improve 
it, test it out in scenarios I haven’t even thought of, and maybe we can learn more.

This article was originally published at http://ryanmorr.com/reinventing-the-try-
catch-block/

Ryan Morr
Programmer
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This article was originally published on the ng-newsletter. You can read it here. 

D3, the javascript library for manipulating document-based data is insanely expressive 
and helps bring data to life through HTML, SVG, and CSS. It has a large, growing 
community and there are tons of examples for what can be done with it.

D3 stands for Data-Driven Documents, and is described by the authors as follows:

“D3.js is a JavaScript library for manipulating documents based on data. D3 
helps you bring data to life using HTML, SVG and CSS. D3’s emphasis on 
web standards gives you the full capabilities of modern browsers without 
tying yourself to a proprietary framework, combining powerful visualization 
components and a data-driven approach to DOM manipulation.”

Combining the power of D3 and Angular can be challenging and confusing. We 
constantly get asked how to integrate the two in our classes. In this post, we aim 
to clear the confusion and bring you the best documentation on how to integrate 
AngularJS and D3.

The Angular way of integrating D3 into AngularJS is by using a directive. If you’re not 
familiar with directives, they are Angular’s way of extending the functionality of HTML. 
They are, at their core functions that are executed on a DOM element that give the 
element functionality. All tags in AngularJS are directives. For more information, see 
our post about how to Build custom directives with AngularJS.

EXAMPLES OF USING D3 WITH ANGULAR

“D3 is insanely expressive 
and helps bring data to 
life through HTML, SVG 

and CSS.”
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This step is somewhat optional. If you want do not want to use dependency injection 
you can add d3.js to your index.html file as normal and skip this section, but we 
highly recommend you don’t.

By using dependecy injection, we can keep our global namespace clean and can 
inject our dependencies like normal.

All the work that we’ll do with our d3 library, we’ll do on a new module with the 
name d3.

angular.module(‘d3’, [])
  .factory(‘d3Service’, [function(){
    var d3;
    // insert d3 code here
    return d3;
  }];

With this factory, we can add our custom code to our d3 element. With this in 
place, we can inject our d3 service into our code by adding it as a dependency to 
our app module, like normal.

angular.module(‘app’, [‘d3’]);

We’ll inject our d3Service into our directive to use it. For instance:

angular.module(‘myApp.directives’, [‘d3’])
  .directive(‘barChart’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      // directive code
    }
  }]);

In order to actually use our d3 library, we’ll need to include it on the page. We can 
either do this by copy-and-pasting the d3 code in our factory (as it shows above), 
or you can inject it on the page in the factory.

USING D3 WITH DEPENDENCY INJECTION
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angular.module(‘d3’, [])
  .factory(‘d3Service’, [‘$document’, ‘$q’, ‘$rootScope’,
    function($document, $q, $rootScope) {
      var d = $q.defer();
      function onScriptLoad() {
        // Load client in the browser
        $rootScope.$apply(function() { d.resolve(window.d3); });
      }
      // Create a script tag with d3 as the source
      // and call our onScriptLoad callback when it
      // has been loaded
      var scriptTag = $document[0].createElement(‘script’);
      scriptTag.type = ‘text/javascript’; 
      scriptTag.async = true;
      scriptTag.src = ‘http://d3js.org/d3.v3.min.js’;
      scriptTag.onreadystatechange = function () {
        if (this.readyState == ‘complete’) onScriptLoad();
      }
      scriptTag.onload = onScriptLoad;

      var s = $document[0].getElementsByTagName(‘body’)[0];
      s.appendChild(scriptTag);

      return {
        d3: function() { return d.promise; }
      };
}]);

If you choose to use this method, when we use the d3Service, we’ll need to wait on 
the resolution of the promise to return by using the .then method on the d3Service. 
For example:

angular.module(‘myApp.directives’, [‘d3’])
  .directive(‘barChart’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
        d3Service.d3().then(function(d3) {
          // d3 is the raw d3 object
        });
      }}
  }]);
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In this section we will learn how to create a basic d3 directive that will automatically 
size to the width of parent element. In addition, we’ll set watchers to redraw the 
d3 when the parent element size changes.

This is advantageous when you want to make an your d3 responsive based on 
different layouts such as mobile or tablet. Additionally the d3 will re-render on a 
window re-size so it will never be out of scale with your design.

Note: we won’t be diving too much into details about our d3 source (there 
are many great tutorials on d3 available on the web), we’ll look at a few of 
the particulars for working with AngularJS in our code.

In order to set this up we need to divide our d3 code into two sections.

• Static code, the code that does not change on render, such as the parent d3 
element, watcher functions, and other helper functions

• Dynamic code, the code that will update during a render, such as height, width, 
data, and scales.

We’ll create a simple bar chart with hardcoded data that we’ll later pull out as a 
dynamic source.

Assuming we are injecting our d3 service, as we did above, we’ll create the skeleton 
of our directive:

angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
    };
  }]);

Now, it’s debatable where we want to add our d3 code, in either the link property 
or the compile property. If you’re not familiar with the difference, check out our 
in-depth directive post. For simplicity, we’ll use the link function to house our d3 
code.

In this example, we’re restricting our directive to either be an element (E) or an 
attribute (A).

CREATING OUR FIRST BASIC D3 DIRECTIVE
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angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      scope: {},
      link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
        d3Service.d3().then(function(d3) {
          // our d3 code will go here
        });
      }};
  }]);

At this point, we have access to our d3 object and can start to build our svg. 
Appending the svg to the element where the directives is called is fairly trivial. 
We’ll select the raw element and append the svg element to it.

var svg = d3.select(element[0])
            .append(“svg”);

In order to make this responsive, we’ll need to set the style of the the element 
to have a width of 100%. This will force the svg to be contained in the entire 
containing element.

var svg = d3.select(element[0])
            .append(“svg”)
            .style(‘width’, ‘100%’);

Next, we’ll set up two watchers. The first watcher will check if the div has been 
resized using the window.onresize event. When this browser event is fired, we 
want to apply the change to the angular $scope. We’ll also need to check the size 
of the parent element to see if the d3 svg element needs to be re-rendered.
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We can find the width of the parent element with a bit of DOM-dancing with 
the following: d3.select(ele[0]).node().offsetWidth (thanks to Adam 
Pearce) for pointing this out). As of now, we our directive looks like this:

angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      scope: {},
      link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
        d3Service.d3().then(function(d3) {
          var svg = d3.select(ele[0])
            .append(‘svg’)
            .style(‘width’, ‘100%’);

          // Browser onresize event
          window.onresize = function() {
            scope.$apply();
          };

          // hard-code data
          scope.data = [
            {name: “Greg”, score: 98},
            {name: “Ari”, score: 96},
            {name: ‘Q’, score: 75},
            {name: “Loser”, score: 48}
          ];

          // Watch for resize event
          scope.$watch(function() {
            return angular.element($window)[0].innerWidth;
          }, function() {
            scope.render(scope.data);
          });

          scope.render = function(data) {
            // our custom d3 code
          }
        });
      }};
  }]);

Now we can define our d3 just as we would without angular. We can use the directive 
to customize the properties of our svg element. We’ll allow the user of our directive 
to define a margin, a bar-height, and bar-padding.
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// ...
  link: function(scope, ele, attrs) {
    d3Service.d3().then(function(d3) {
      var margin = parseInt(attrs.margin) || 20,
          barHeight = parseInt(attrs.barHeight) || 20,
          barPadding = parseInt(attrs.barPadding) || 5;
      // ...

Before we render our new data, we’ll need to make sure that we remove all of 
our svg elements from the svg first. If we don’t do this, we’ll have remnants of 
previously rendered svg elements dirtying up our d3 svg.

Picking up from our directive source, we’ll modify our render function:

  // ...
  scope.render = function(data) {
    // remove all previous items before render
    svg.selectAll(‘*’).remove();

    // If we don’t pass any data, return out of the element
    if (!data) return;

    // setup variables
    var width = d3.select(ele[0]).node().offsetWidth - margin,
        // calculate the height
        height = scope.data.length * (barHeight + barPadding),
        // Use the category20() scale function for multicolor support
        color = d3.scale.category20(),
        // our xScale
        xScale = d3.scale.linear()
          .domain([0, d3.max(data, function(d) {
            return d.score;
          })])
          .range([0, width]);

    // set the height based on the calculations above
    svg.attr(‘height’, height);

    //create the rectangles for the bar chart
    svg.selectAll(‘rect’)
      .data(data).enter()
        .append(‘rect’)
        .attr(‘height’, barHeight)
        .attr(‘width’, 140)
        .attr(‘x’, Math.round(margin/2))
        .attr(‘y’, function(d,i) {
          return i * (barHeight + barPadding);
        })
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        .attr(‘fill’, function(d) { return color(d.score); })
        .transition()
          .duration(1000)
          .attr(‘width’, function(d) {
            return xScale(d.score);
          });
    // ...

Our directive is complete! Now we just need to add it to the html.

Show full source

<div d3-bars bar-height=”20” bar-padding=”5”></div>

Resize the page to see the re-rendering

Directives can be written to take advantage of Angular’s html functionality. We can 
pass data from the current scope through an html attribute into the d3 directive, 
rather than hardcoding it in the directive. This allows us to reuse the directive 
across multiple controllers.

In this example we will move the dummy data from the directive to the controller.

angular.module(‘myApp.controllers’)
  .controller(‘MainCtrl’, [‘$scope’, function($scope){
    $scope.greeting = “Resize the page to see the re-rendering”;
    $scope.data = [
      {name: “Greg”, score: 98},
      {name: “Ari”, score: 96},
      {name: ‘Q’, score: 75},
      {name: “Loser”, score: 48}
    ];
  }]);

SEE IT

DATA BINDING TO THE SVG
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Now, we can then add the data attribute as the data from our controller into the 
html directive element:

<div ng-controller=”MainCtrl”>
  <d3-bars data=”d3Data”></d3-bars>
</div>

Now, we’ll need to modify our directive source to support this bi-directional 
databinding that we get for free with AngularJS. Obviously we’ll need to remove 
the hardcoding of data in the directive, but we’ll also need to create our isolate 
scope object.

Why an isolate scope object? If we use our d3 objective in several places on the 
same page, every single one will be working with the same data because they’ll all 
be sharing the same data binding. We can get around this by creating the isolate 
scope in the directive.

To create this isolate scope, we’ll only need to add the scope: object property to 
our directive:

angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      scope: {
        data: ‘=’ // bi-directional data-binding
      },
      link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
        // ...

This will allow the svg to be rendered based on data in the controller.

What if we expect this data to change? We’ll need it to also re-render it on the data 
being changed. This is where our second watcher comes into play.

We’ll set up a watcher to monitor the ‘bound’ data. We will need to watch the data 
for objectEquality instead of the default (reference) so that the d3 will re-render 
when a property in the d3Data object changes, so we’ll set the second parameter 
as true:
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// watch for data changes and re-render
scope.$watch(‘data’, function(newVals, oldVals) {
  return scope.render(newVals);
}, true);

Resize the page to see the re-rendering

Try removing the true from the watch function above and see what happens. Why 
does this happen? To learn more read about the objectEquality parameter of the 
$watch function.

SEE IT
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Now that we have our data being watched and drawn based on screen width and 
it’s set using scope variables, let’s add some interaction handling. Let’s say that we 
want to trigger an action, such as showing a detailed view of the data in a separate 
panel when an item is clicked on. We can handle this user action by adding an on-
click function to our directive.

angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      scope: {
        data: ‘=’,
        onClick: ‘&’  // parent execution binding
      },
      // ...

With this binding in place, we can call up to our parent and execute a function 
in that context using the method: scope.onClick() in an onClick handler. The only 
tricky part of this set up is passing the local variables up to the parent scope.

In order to pass data through to the scope function an object with a matching 
parameter key must be used.

For instance, when we set an onClick handler when we call the directive:

<div d3-bars on-click=”showDetailPanel(item)” data=”data”></div>

We must call the onClick handler with an object that has the key of item in our 
directive:

  scope.onClick({item: [stuff to pass here]}) // notice item
                                              // matches the call in
                                              // the on-click handler 
                                              // above

HANDLING CLICK EVENTS
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Now, let’s create the function on the controller scope that we’ll call into.

.controller(‘MainCtrl4’, [‘$scope’, function($scope) {
  $scope.onClick = function(item) {
    $scope.$apply(function() {
      if (!$scope.showDetailPanel)
        $scope.showDetailPanel = true;
      $scope.detailItem = item;
    });
  };
  $scope.data = [
  // ...

Notice that we need to use $scope.$apply() here. This is because the 
onClick event happens outside the current angular context.

Then, we’ll need to set the on-click attribute in the HTML where we call the directive:

<d3-bars data=”d3Data” label=”d3Label” on-click=”d3OnClick(item)”></d3-bars>

Now, all we need to do is create the onClick handler in our d3 code:

angular.module(‘appApp.directives’)
  .directive(‘d3Bars’, [‘d3Service’, function(d3Service) {
    return {
      restrict: ‘EA’,
      scope: {
        data: ‘=’,
        onClick: ‘&’  // parent execution binding
      },
      link: function(scope, element, attrs) {
        // ...
        .attr(‘fill’, function(d) {
          return color(d.score);
        })
        .on(‘click’, function(d, i) {
          return scope.onClick({item: d});
        })
        // ...
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How about fetching data over XHR? Both AngularJS and D3 can support fetching 
data across the wire. By using the AngularJS method of fetching data, we get the 
power of the auto-resolving promises. That is to say, we don’t need to modify our 
workflow at all, other than setting our data in our controller to be fetched over 
XHR.

.controller(‘MainCtrl5’, [‘$scope’, ‘$http’, 
  function($scope, $http) {
    $http({
      method: ‘JSONP’,
      url: ‘http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/services/feed/
load?v=1.0&callback=JSON_CALLBACK&num=10&q=’ +
        encodeURIComponent(‘http://sports.espn.go.com/espn/rss/espnu/news’)
    }).then(function(data, status) {
      var entries = data.data.responseData.feed.entries,
          wordFreq = {},
          data = [];

      angular.forEach(entries, function(article) {
        angular.forEach(article.content.split(‘ ‘), function(word) {
          if (word.length > 3) {
            if (!wordFreq[word]) { 
              wordFreq[word] = {score: 0, link: article.link}; 
            }
            wordFreq[word].score += 1;
          }
        });
      });
      for (key in wordFreq) {
        data.push({
          name: key, 
          score: wordFreq[key].score,
          link: wordFreq[key].link

SEE IT

DYNAMIC DATA OVER XHR
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        });
      }
      data.sort(function(a,b) { return b.score - a.score; })
      $scope.data = data.slice(0, 5);
    });
}])

Word frequency counts in the latest ESPN headlines

Lastly, if we’re going to use d3 for any longer period of time, it’s inevitable that 
we’ll want to provide easier methods of creating extensions on our d3 object.

We can extend our own d3 service by applying commonly used functions on to it 
using the decorator pattern. AngularJS makes this easy to do using the $provide 
service.

angular.module(‘d3’)
.config([‘$provide’, function($provide) {

  var customDecorator = function($delegate) {
    var d3Service = $delegate;
    d3Service.d3().then(function(d3) {
      // build our custom functions on the d3
      // object here
    });

    return d3Service; // important to return the service
  };

  $provide.decorator(‘d3Service’, customDecorator);
}])

SEE IT

EXTENDING YOUR OWN D3 DIRECTIVES
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There are way more interesting ways to integrate d3 and Angular together. We 
have created a repo that follows this along with this tutorial. The repo is available 
at: github.com/EpiphanyMachine/d3AngularIntegration

MOAR!

Greg Hilkert & 
Ari Lerner

greg’s site

ari’s site

github

github

http://github.com/EpiphanyMachine/d3AngularIntegration
http://blog.ideahaven.co/
http://willcodeforfoo.com/
https://github.com/EpiphanyMachine
https://github.com/auser
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Gradient maps, they’re not just for desktop anymore…

gradientmaps.js is a library I wrote that leverages SVG Filters to enable you to easily 
apply a Gradient Map to any DOM element.

When I first announced the library, it seemed obvious to me how you could use the 
library for creative effects, but then I got thinking of some practical use cases for the 
library. Then I went through some Photoshop-type layering techniques in another post.

Up until now though, gradientmaps.js was only supported on Chrome & Firefox.  With 
the release of iOS7 however, the library is now supported on mobile Safari, so you can 
view gradient maps on your iDevices!

HOLY CRAP - ANOTHER JAVASCRIPT SITE!

“Gradient maps, they’re 
not just for desktop 

anymore....”

https://github.com/awgreenblatt/gradientmaps
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/06/announcing-gradientmaps-js/
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/13/practical-gradient-map-use-case/
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/06/advanced-gradient-map-usage/
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Here’s a snapshot from my iPad of this Codepen: http://cdpn.io/Kbkup
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If you’re running Firefox, Chrome, WebKit nightly, Opera or iOS7 mobile Safari, 
you can try out the pen right here:

This particular example has two overlapping DIVs with the same content.  The top 
DIV has a gradient map applied to it.  The bottom DIV is left as is.  You can then 
control the transparency of the top layer to define how much or how little of the 
gradient map you want to show.

You can find out more about the library in this post on the Adobe Web Platform 
team blog.
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gradientmaps.js is now supported on so many browsers, there’s no reason not to 
check it out. The Web like you’ve never seen it before.

Related Posts:
• Advanced Gradient Map Usage
• Practical Gradient Map Use Case
• Clip Paths & Blending Demos Updated for Mobile, Supported on iOS7
• Announcing gradientmaps.js

Alan Greenblatt
Creative Cloud Evangelist

his blog

twitter

share

github

https://github.com/awgreenblatt/gradientmaps
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/06/advanced-gradient-map-usage/
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/13/practical-gradient-map-use-case/
http://blattchat.com/2013/09/20/clip-paths-blending-demos-updated-for-mobile-supported-on-ios7/
http://blattchat.com/2013/08/06/announcing-gradientmaps-js/
http://blattchat.com/
https://twitter.com/agreenblatt
https://github.com/awgreenblatt
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This article was originally published on Flippin’ Awesome on September 30, 2013. You 
can read it here.

If you are a front-end developer – that is, someone who builds user interfaces for a 
living – and you haven’t yet explored Functional Reactive Programming (FRP), perhaps 
now is the time to take a look. Never mind the fact that it has been labeled a hipster 
development trend for 2013, FRP is a time-saving, bug-preventing programming 
paradigm worthy of all developers, mustachioed or otherwise.

This post is intended to be a gentle introduction to Functional Reactive Programming 
using examples from a specific implementation, Bacon.js. If you are a seasoned 
developer with at least some familiarity with JavaScript, you should have no problem 
following along.

FRP’s primary strengths involve helping you eliminate complexity in two key areas: 
dealing with user input, and dealing with asynchronous operations. If you’ve ever 
had to deal with the twisted chains of callback spaghetti that can quickly arise when 
handling either problem, then FRP may be for you.

So, what exactly is FRP? You could read the formal academic paper on the subject, but 
I’ll attempt to simplify the matter. Let’s start with Reactive Programming first. We’ll 
add the functional part afterwards.

At its most generic, Reactive Programming is simply an alternative way to think about 
what is meant by this simple symbol: “=”. As you will likely remember, in mathematics 

HOLY CRAP - ANOTHER JAVASCRIPT SITE!

WHAT IS FRP AND WHY BOTHER?

“FRP is a time-saving, bug-
preventing programming 

paradigm worthy of all 
developers.”

http://flippinawesome.org/
http://flippinawesome.org/2013/09/30/functional-reactive-programming-in-javascript/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_reactive_programming
http://hipsterdevstack.tumblr.com/post/39558331788/frp-yeah-we-were-doing-that-in-2012
http://hipsterdevstack.tumblr.com/post/39558331788/frp-yeah-we-were-doing-that-in-2012
https://github.com/baconjs/bacon.js
http://conal.net/papers/icfp97/
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the equals sign (=) means “equivalent to.” But in most programming languages, 
“=” has different semantics. It means “assign the value on the right of the symbol 
to the variable on the left.” (There is a nice explanation along the same lines on 
Stack Overflow.)

Consider the following JavaScript snippet:

var x = 1;
var y = x + 1;
x = 2;
console.log(y);

Because of the way “=” works in traditional programming, we expect to see the 
number 2 printed in the console. The variable y was assigned the value 1 + 1, which 
is 2. The third line (x = 2;) has no effect on the output.

But suppose we changed the way that we interpreted “=” such that it meant what 
we learned in mathematics, namely the concept of equivalence. Then the variable 
y would be equivalent to whatever the value of x is at any given time, incremented 
by 1. In this case we’d expect different console output – the number 3.

Without data binding or event dispatching – in fact, without any special work on 
our part – what we have now is a new kind of super variable y, one that represents 
a time-based relationship, and will continually change as x changes over time. This 
is the kind of programming power that Reactive Programming provides.

Functional Reactive Programming is simply reactive programming using functional 
programming style and concepts for a side-effect free implementation. The 
functional style allows us to better understand and reason about our reactive code.
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Perhaps the best way to get a better understanding is just to dive in and write 
some code. Let’s build a very simple Wikipedia search tool.

Download Bacon.js and set up a simple page using Bacon and jQuery. Add an input 
field and search button:

<input type=”text” id=”searchInput” />
<button id=”searchButton”>Search</button>
And for the JavaScript:

function setup()
{
  var buttonStream = $(“#searchButton”).asEventStream(“click”);
  buttonStream.onValue(function(e) {
    console.log(“Hello from Bacon.js”);
  });
}

$(document).ready(setup);

Nothing terribly exciting here; clicking the button should print to the browser 
console. But it does expose us to the first and most important building block of 
FRP: the Event Stream.

Event Streams
An event stream is a representation of a time-based series of discrete events. Think 
of it as a channel that you may subscribe to in order to be notified about some kind 
of happening in your program. Events in the stream may happen at any time and 
need not occur in a regular synchronous fashion (i.e. like the ticking of a clock).

DIVING IN WITH BACON.JS
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Unlike traditional events (like those provided by the browser or jQuery), the power 
of event streams is that they may be merged, filtered, or mapped (transformed) in 
any number of ways before you handle and act on the events conveyed within.

A concrete example may help illustrate the point. Suppose we would like to initiate 
a search from our form by either clicking the search button or simply pressing 
the enter key while in the search input field. The standard way of doing so in 
jQuery requires creating separate event handlers for each input event, performing 
necessary logic to extract the search input, then calling a separate function to 
initiate a search.

function setup()
{
  $(“#searchButton”).click(function() {
    doSearch($(“#searchInput”).val());
  }

  $(“#searchInput”).keyUp(function(e) {
    if (e.keyCode == 13) {
      doSearch($(“#searchInput”).val());
    }
  }
}
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In the above example, refactoring is already cumbersome because we have two 
callbacks that can initiate a search. If we changed the search function’s name or 
argument signature, then even with this simple example we’d already have to 
change our code in two places. And we haven’t even written any logic to handle 
the search results yet. If doSearch performs a search via Ajax, it too will need a 
callback to return results or errors.

With FRP we can work more declaratively and, in turn, design the program such 
that the logic is easier to follow.

Here’s how it would work with Bacon.js:

function setup()
{
  var buttonStream = $(“#searchButton”).asEventStream(“click”);
  var enterStream = $(“#searchInput”).asEventStream(“keyup”)
    .filter(function(e) {
      return e.keyCode == 13;
    }
  );

  var searchStream = Bacon.mergeAll(buttonStream, enterStream)
    .map(function(){return $(“#searchInput”).val()})
    .flatMapLatest(doSearch);
}

Here, we create two streams, one for the button clicks and one for key up events in 
the input field. We filter the key up events such that the stream only emits events 
when the key up happens to be the enter key. Next we merge the two streams 
and apply a map (transformation) so that our new searchStream emits events 
that contain the value of the search input field. Finally, we do another map that 
will take the results from our Ajax search function and only emit events when the 
asynchronous Ajax call is complete. Let’s take a look at that search function:

function doSearch(query)
{
    var url = ‘http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=opensearch’
      + ‘&format=json’ 
      + ‘&search=’ + encodeURI(query);
    return Bacon.fromPromise($.ajax({url:url, dataType:”jsonp”}));
}
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This simple Wikipedia search returns an event stream built on the jQuery promise 
object returned by the ajax function. This stream will only emit a single event 
when the promise is complete, either the search results or an error.

At this point, all of our application logic is essentially composed of combining, 
filtering and mapping the flow of event stream. Button clicks and key presses are 
converted into streams that are then merged into a single stream that is then mapped 
into another stream that is then transformed into a final stream, searchStream, 
that only emits events when a search is complete. One linear flow. No callback 
spaghetti.

You may be wondering about the function flatMapLatest. It takes a stream and 
returns a new stream that contains only events from the last spawned stream, in 
our case the stream created by Bacon.fromPromise in the doSearch function. 
To get the results of our search, we simply use onValue on our search stream:

searchStream.onValue(function(results) {
  console.log(results);
}

Properties
The magic of FRP and Bacon.js does not end with event streams. Remember those 
“super variables” I promised that would magically change over time in response to 
events. In Bacon.js those are called “properties.”

You create properties from event streams using either the scan function or the 
toProperty function. A property will always have a value (though not necessarily 
initially), and that value may change over time depending on what happens with its 
related event stream.

As a simple example, let’s create a property that keeps track of the number of 
searches we perform with our new Bacon-powered search field.

var totalSearches = searchStream.scan(0, function(value) { 
  return ++value; 
})

Here, we use the scan function to create a property that increases by 1 every 
time the searchStream emits an event. If you’re not familiar with scan from other 
functional programming experience, think of it as a kind of accumulator function 
that takes an initial value, and then for each event in the stream calls some function 
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that takes the value as an argument. In our case, we start with 0 in the accumulator, 
then increment it by 1. The totalSearches property will always contain whatever 
is in the accumulator.

Like event streams, we can use onValue to get the value in our property:

totalSearches.onValue(function(value) {
  console.log(value);
}

Notice what we did not do that we would have to do using standard jQuery and 
imperative programming: we did not create a global variable that would have to 
store our total search count. We did not have to remember to increment that 
variable in our doSearch callback. And, most importantly, if we wanted to display 
that variable on the page, we would not have to manually check when it updated 
and then display it – we can use the onValue function instead to be updated of 
any changes.

We could also use toProperty to create another property that contains the 
number of search results returned by Wikipedia.

var totalResults = searchStream.map(function(value){return value[1].length;}).
toProperty();

Finally, it turns out that we also need properties in order to fix a small bug in our 
example1. Because Bacon.js uses lazy evaluation, there’s no guarantee that the 
value of the searchInput we return as part of our mapping in the searchStream will 
be what we expect at the time we expect it. If we were to use our searchStream with 
buffering combinators in the Bacon.js library like zipWith or when, then we might 
run into trouble. We can fix this by creating a property that updates whenever our 
input changes on key down, and then use Bacon’s sampledBy function to ensure 
our stream passes along the value of the property at the time it was sampled 
instead:

var queryProperty = $(“#searchInput”).asEventStream(“keydown”)
    .map(‘.target.value’).toProperty();
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Here’s the final program in its entirety:

function setup()
{
  var queryProperty = $(“#searchInput”).asEventStream(“keydown”)
    .map(‘.target.value’).toProperty();
  var buttonStream = $(“#searchButton”).asEventStream(“click”);
  var enterStream = $(“#searchInput”).asEventStream(“keyup”)
    .filter(function(e){
      return e.keyCode == 13;
    }
  );

  var searchStream = queryProperty
    .sampledBy(Bacon.mergeAll(buttonStream, enterStream))
    .flatMapLatest(doSearch);

  var totalSearches = searchStream.scan(0, function(value) { 
    return ++value; 
  });

  totalSearches.onValue(function(total) {
    console.log(“Total searches: “ + total);
  });

  var totalResults = searchStream.map(function(value){return value[1].
length;}).toProperty();

  totalResults.onValue(function(total) {
    console.log(“Search result count: “ + total);
  });
}

function doSearch(query)
{
  var url = ‘http://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=opensearch’
      + ‘&format=json’ 
      + ‘&search=’ + encodeURI(query);
  return Bacon.fromPromise($.ajax({url:url, dataType:”jsonp”}));
}

$(document).ready(setup);
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This short post really only scratches the surface of what is available in FRP libraries 
like Bacon.js. I suggest you take the time to explore and see more of what FRP 
offers before deciding if it’s right for you. Indeed, Bacon.js is not the only FRP library 
available for JavaScript developers: RxJS is the original and popular alternative. 
But whatever you choose, I think you’ll find FRP is a handy tool – even in imperative 
languages – for writing cleaner, simpler, more elegant code.

[1] Bug fix courtesy of @ali_pang

This article was originally published at http://sean.voisen.org/blog/2013/09/intro-
to-functional-reactive-programming/
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Searching for a particular element in a JavaScript array is often carried out using a 
typical iteration. In some cases, forEach and some can be used as well. What is often 
overlooked is the potential use of Array.prototype.reduce to perform such an operation.

ECMAScript 5.1 specification, in Section 15.4.4.21, describes the callback function to 
reduce as:

callbackfn is called with four arguments: the previousValue (or value from the 
previous call to callbackfn), the currentValue (value of the current element), 
the currentIndex, and the object being traversed.

An illustration of reduce can be seen in the following snippet. Thanks to the addition 
x + y, the code computes the sum of all numbers in the array, with an optional offset 
in the second example.

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5].reduce(function (x, y) { return x + y });       //  15
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5].reduce(function (x, y) { return x + y }, 100);  // 115

As a matter of fact, I already covered a rather complicated construct using reduce to 
produce the Fibonnaci series. To perform a search using reduce, fortunately it does 
not need to be complicated.

Let’s take a look at the following problem (part of JavaScript Under Pressure): find the 
longest string in an array of strings. An imperative solution looks something like the 
following code (using forEach may simplify the loop but the idea remains the same):

function findLongest(entries) {
  for (var i = 0, longest = ‘’; i < entries.length; ++i) 
    if (entries[i].length > longest.length) longest = entries[i];
  return longest;
}

“Array.protoype.reduce is 
often overlooked to search 

a particular element.”

http://es5.github.io/#x15.4.4.21
http://ariya.ofilabs.com/2013/07/prime-numbers-factorial-and-fibonacci-series-with-javascript-array.html
http://toys.usvsth3m.com/javascript-under-pressure/
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A version which relies on reduce is a single statement:

function findLongest(entries) {
  return entries.reduce(function (longest, entry) {
    return entry.length > longest.length ? entry : longest;
  }, ‘’);
}

We set the initial value for longest as an empty string. The callback function for 
reduce ensures that longest will be kept updated because we always choose, via 
the convenient ternary operator, the longest string for its return value.

Now imagine that the problem is expanded, not only we need to obtain the longest 
string but we also need to get the index of that longest string in the array. While it 
sounds more complex, the solution is still as compact as before:

function findLongest(entries) {
  return entries.reduce(function (longest, entry, index) {
    return entry.length > longest.value.length ?
      { index: index, value: entry } : longest;
  }, { index: -1, value: ‘’ });
}

The callback function takes advantage of the third parameter, i.e. the index of the 
current element. The rest is pretty much the same, except now we need to store a 
richer object contained both the index and the string, as opposed to just a simple 
string.

At this point, the problem is made even more challenging: sort the array based on 
the length of the string. Fortunately, this is again not as crazy as you might think. 
In fact, we are halfway there since we already have the ability to find the longest 
string in an array. This is a perfect chance to implement something like insertion 
sort. For every run, find the longest string, pluck it from our array, and then the 
push it to the result.

We can realize quickly that the loop needs to run as many as the available array 
elements. If you read my previous blog post on Sequence with JavaScript Array, 
it is obvious that we can simply use Array.apply and map for the iteration. The 
code will look like the following fragment. See if you can figure out the reason 
behind the use of splice and pop there.

entries = Array.apply(0, Array(entries.length)).map(function () {
  return entries.splice(findLongest(entries).index, 1).pop();
});
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Pushing a bit to the extreme, what if the solution can only use reduce? In this case, 
we need to revive the trick already employed in that Fibonacci series adventure. The 
use of reduce is reduced (pun intended) to an accumulating iteration, we simply 
start with an empty array as the initial value and fill this array as we go. Inlining 
the longest-string-search and shortening a few variables for some additional air of 
mystery, the complete incantation will be as fascinating as the code below:

entries = Array.apply(0, Array(entries.length)).reduce(function (r) {
  return r.concat(entries.splice(
    entries.reduce(function (longest, e, i) {
      return e.length >= longest.e.length ?  { i: i, e: e } : longest;
    }, { e: ‘’ }).i, 1
  ));
}, []);

Insertion sort is rather impractical in real-world scenarios and the above cascaded 
construct is not always readable. However, hopefully this can still show that Array.
prototype.reduce can be quite charming at times!

Sorting Networks using Higher-Order Functions of JavaScript Array
Searching with Array.prototype.some
Prime Numbers, Factorial, and Fibonacci Series with JavaScript Array
Sequences using JavaScript Array
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For modern web application development, having dozens of unit tests is not enough 
anymore. The actual code coverage of those tests would reveal if the application is 
thoroughly stressed or not. For tests written using the famous Jasmine test library, an 
easy way to have the coverage report is via Istanbul and Karma.

For this example, let’s assume that we have a simple library sqrt.js which contains 
an alternative implementation of Math.sqrt. Note also how it will throw an exception 
instead of returning NaN for an invalid input.

var My = {
  sqrt: function(x) {
    if (x < 0) throw new Error(“sqrt can’t work on negative number”);
      return Math.exp(Math.log(x)/2);
  }
};

Using Jasmine placed under test/lib/jasmine-1.3.1, we can craft a test runner 
that includes the following spec:

describe(“sqrt”, function() {
  it(“should compute the square root of 4 as 2”, function() {
    expect(My.sqrt(4)).toEqual(2);
  });
});

Opening the spec runner in a web browser will give the expected outcome:

“Having dozens of unit 
tests is not enough any 

more.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test-driven_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_coverage
http://pivotal.github.io/jasmine/
http://gotwarlost.github.io/istanbul/
http://karma-runner.github.io/
https://github.com/pivotal/jasmine
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So far so good. Now let’s see how the code coverage of our test setup can be 
measured.

The first order of business is to install Karma. If you are not familiar with Karma, 
it is basically a test runner which can launch and connect to a specific set of web 
browsers, run your tests, and then gather the report. Using Node.js, what we need 
to do is:

npm install karma karma-coverage

Before launching Karma, we need to specify its configuration. It could be as simple 
as the following my.conf.js (most entries are self-explained). Note that the tests 
are executed using PhantomJS for simplicity, it is however quite trivial to add other 
web browsers such as Chrome and Firefox.

module.exports = function(config) {
  config.set({
    basePath: ‘’,
    frameworks: [‘jasmine’],
    files: [
      ‘*.js’,
      ‘test/spec/*.js’
    ],
    browsers: [‘PhantomJS’],
    singleRun: true,
    reporters: [‘progress’, ‘coverage’],
    preprocessors: { ‘*.js’: [‘coverage’] }
  });
};

Running the tests, as well as performing code coverage at the same time, can be 
triggered via:

node_modules/.bin/karma start my.conf.js

which will dump the output like:

INFO [karma]: Karma v0.10.2 server started at http://localhost:9876/
INFO [launcher]: Starting browser PhantomJS
INFO [PhantomJS 1.9.2 (Linux)]: Connected on socket N9nDnhJ0Np92NTSPGx-X
PhantomJS 1.9.2 (Linux): Executed 1 of 1 SUCCESS (0.029 secs / 0.003 secs)
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As expected (from the previous manual invocation of the spec runner), the test 
passed just fine. However, the most particular interesting piece here is the code 
coverage report, it is stored (in the default location) under the subdirectory 
coverage. Open the report in your favorite browser and there you’ll find the 
coverage analysis report.

Behind the scene, Karma is using Istanbul, a comprehensive JavaScript code 
coverage tool (read also my previous blog post on JavaScript Code Coverage with 
Istanbul). Istanbul parses the source file, in this example sqrt.js, using Esprima 
and then adds some extra instrumentation which will be used to gather the 
execution statistics. The above report that you see is one of the possible outputs, 
Istanbul can also generate LCOV report which is suitable for many continuous 
integration systems (Jenkins, TeamCity, etc). An extensive analysis of the coverage 
data should also prevent any future coverage regression, check out my other post 
Hard Thresholds on JavaScript Code Coverage.

One important thing about code coverage is branch coverage. If you pay attention 
carefully, our test above is still not exercising the situation where the input to 
My.sqrt is negative. There is a big “I” marking in the third-line of the code, this 
is Istanbul telling us that the if branch is not taken at all (for the else branch, it will 
be an “E” marker). Once this missing branch is noticed, improving the situation is 
as easy as adding one more test to the spec:

it(“should throw an exception if given a negative number”, function() {
  expect(function(){ My.sqrt(-1); }).
    toThrow(new Error(“sqrt can’t work on negative number”));
});
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Once the test is executed again, the code coverage report looks way better and 
everyone is happy.

If you have some difficulties following the above step-by-step instructions, take 
a look at a Git repository I have prepared: github.com/ariya/coverage-jasmine-
istanbul-karma. Feel free to play with it and customize it to suit your workflow!

• Code Coverage of QUnit Tests using Istanbul and Karma
• Hard Thresholds on JavaScript Code Coverage
• JavaScript Code Coverage with Istanbul
• The Hidden Trap of Code Coverage
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In most JavaScript engines, there is a global object console with methods for logging 
and debugging. That object is not part of the language proper, but has become a 
de facto standard, since being pioneered by the Firebug debugger. Since their main 
purpose is debugging, the console methods will most frequently be used during 
development and rarely in deployed code.

This article gives an overview of the methods of console.

Firebug first provided the console API and the documentation in its wiki is the closest 
thing to a standard there is. Additionally, Brian Kardell and Paul Irish are working on a 
specification for the API, which should lead to more consistent behavior across browsers 
in the long term. Until then, behavior varies widely. Therefore, this blog post can only 
provide an overview. For details, you should consult the following documentation for 
various platforms:

• Chrome: developers.google.com/chrome-developer-tools/docs/console-api/
• Firebug: getfirebug.com/wiki/index.php/Console_API
• Firefox: developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/console
• Internet Explorer: msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/hh772183.aspx
• Node.js: nodejs.org/api/stdio.html
• Safari: developer.apple.com/library/safari/documentation/AppleApplications/

Conceptual/Safari_Developer_Guide/Console/Console.html

Bug in Internet Explorer 9: in that browser, the console object only exists if the 
developer tools were open at least once. That means that you get a ReferenceError if 
you refer to console and the tools weren’t open before. As a work-around, you can 
check whether console exists and create a dummy implementation, if it doesn’t.

1. HOW STANDARDIZED IS THE CONSOLE API ACROSS BROWSERS?

“In most JavaScript engines, 
there is a global object 

console with methods for 
logging and debugging.”
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Methods:

• console.clear()
Clear the console.

• console.debug(object1, object2?, ...)
Prefer console.log(), which does the same as this method.

• console.error(object1, object2?, ...)
Log the parameters to the console. In browers, the logged content may be 
marked by an “error” icon and/or include a stack trace or a link to the code.

• console.exception(errorObject, object1?, ...]) [Firebug-only]
Log object1 etc. and show an interactive stack trace.

• console.info(object1?, object2?, ...)
Log the parameters to the console. In browers, the logged content may be 
marked by an “error” icon and/or include a stack trace or a link to the code.

• console.log(object1?, object2?, ...)
Log the parameters to the console. If the first parameter is a printf-style format 
string, use it to print the remaining parameters. Example (Node.js REPL)

    > console.log(‘%s’, { foo: ‘bar’ })
    [object Object]
    > console.log(‘%j’, { foo: ‘bar’ })
    {“foo”:”bar”}

The only dependable cross-platform formatting directive is %s. Node.js supports 
%j to format data as JSON, browsers tend to support directives that log something 
interactive to the console.

• console.trace()
Logs a stack trace (which is interactive in browsers).

• console.warn(object1?, object2?, ...)
Log the parameters to the console. In browers, the logged content may be 
marked by an “warning” icon and/or include a stack trace or a link to the code.

2. SIMPLE LOGGING
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Support on various platforms:

Chrome Firebug Firefox IE Node.js Safari

clear ü ü ü ü
debug ü ü ü ü ü
error ü ü ü ü ü ü
exception ü
info ü ü ü ü ü ü
log ü ü ü ü ü ü
trace ü ü ü ü ü ü
warn ü ü ü ü ü ü

     

exception has been typeset in italics, because it is only supported on a single 
platform.

Methods:

• console.assert(expr, obj?)
If expr is false, log obj to the console and throw an exception. If it is true, 
do nothing.

• console.count(label?)
Count how many times the line with this statement is executed with this label.

Support on various platforms:

Chrome Firebug Firefox IE Node.js Safari

assert ü ü ü ü ü
count ü ü ü ü

3. CHECKING AND COUNTING
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Methods:

• console.dir(object)
Print a representation of the object to the console. In browsers that representation 
can be explored interactively (in Node.js, it can’t).

• console.dirxml(object)
Print the XML source tree of an HTML or XML element.

• console.group(object1?, object2?, ...)
Log the objects to the console and open a nested block that contains all future 
logged content. The block is closed by calling console.groupEnd(). The block 
is initially expanded, but can be collapsed.

• console.groupCollapsed(object1?, object2?, ...)
Works like console.group(), but the block is initially collapsed.

• console.groupEnd()
Close a group that has been opened by console.group() or console.
groupCollapsed().

• console.table(data, columns?)
Print an array as a table, one element per row. The optional parameter columns 
specifies which properties/array indices are shown in the columns. If that parameter 
is missing, all property keys are used as table columns. Missing properties and 
array elements show up as undefined in columns.

    var persons = [
        { firstName: ‘Jane’, lastName: ‘Bond’ },
        { firstName: ‘Lars’, lastName: ‘Croft’, age: 72 }
    ];
    // Equivalent:
    console.table(persons);
    console.table(persons, [‘firstName’, ‘lastName’, ‘age’]);

4. FORMATTED LOGGING
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The resulting table is:

(index) firstName lastName age

0 “Jane” “Bond” undefined
1 “Lars” “Croft” 72

Support on various platforms:

Chrome Firebug Firefox IE Node.js Safari

dir ü ü ü ü ü ü
dirxml ü ü ü ü
group ü ü ü ü ü
groupCollapsed ü ü ü ü ü
groupEnd ü ü ü ü ü
table ü ü

Methods:

• console.markTimeline(label) [Safari-only]
The same as timeStamp().

• console.profile(title?)
Turn on profiling. The optional parameter title is used for the profile report.

• console.profileEnd()
Stop profiling and print the profile report.

• console.time(label)
Start a timer whose label is label.

• console.timeEnd(label)
Stop the timer whose label is label and print the time that has elapsed since 
starting it.

• console.timeStamp(label?)
Log a time stamp with the given label. May be logged to the console or a 
timeline.

5. PROFILING AND TIMING
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Support on various platforms:

Chrome Firebug Firefox IE Node.js Safari

markTimeline ü
profile ü ü (devtools) ü ü
profileEnd ü ü (devtools) ü ü
time ü ü ü ü ü ü
timeEnd ü ü ü ü ü ü
timeStamp ü ü

    
markTimeline has been typeset in italics, because it is only supported on a single 
platform. (devtools) means that the developer tools must be open in order for the 
method to work.

Two people contributed to this article: Matthias Reuter (@gweax) and Philipp Kyeck 
(@pkyeck).
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